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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, January 6, 1976
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Ten of the twelve members of the 1976-77
Murray Common Council took the oath of
office last night at a special called meeting
of the city governing body.
Following the swearing-in ceremony,
the council approved the appointments of a
new city clerk, city attorney, cemetery
sexton, and standing council committees.
The council also authorized the drawing
of an ordinance raising the rates charged
by the Murray Natural Gas System,
amended the city budget concerning pay
increases for city policemen and firemen
and authorized the mayor and clerk to
borrow up to $100,000 for city operating
expenses until tax revenues start coming
later this spring.
Council members sworn in by Mayor
John E. Scott were Dr. C. C. Lowry, Dave
Willis, Loyd Arnold, Tom Rushing,
Howard Koenen, W. R. Furches, Budl
Stalls, Woodrow Rickman, Art Lee and
Melvin Henley. Council members absent
from the meeting were Ed Chrisman and
Phillip Tibbs.
Mrs. Jo Crass, who has been serving as
temporary assistant city clerk since early
December, was appointed by the council to
a full term as city clerk. Stanford Andrus,
who has served the city as clerk for the
past 16 years, was named temporary
assistant city clerk effective until Friday,
Jan. 9, 1976. Andrus will retire from city
employment at that time.
Wells Overbey was reelected as city
attorney and Richard Orr was reappointed
sexton for the Murray City Cemetery.
A unanimous recommendation of the
budget committee led to the amendment to
the 1976 city budget which will allow the
police and fire committees along with the
mayor and the chiefs of the two departments, to determine pay adjustments for
employes in the two divisions. The budget
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New Council Sworn In;
Gas Rate Hike Approved
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COUNCIL MEMBERS SWORN IN — Murray Mayor John E. Scott delivered the oath of office to ten of the twelve members of the Murray City Council at a special meeting Monday night. The council members are, left to right, upper photo,
W. R. Furches, Bud Stalls, Woodrow Rickman, Art Lee and Melvin Henley. Left to right, lower photo, Howard Koenen,
Tom Rushing Loyd Arnold, Dave Willis and C. C. Lowry. Absent from the meeting were councilmen Ed Chrisman and
Philfip Tibbs.

Civic Music Group Names
Simmons New President
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Ryan was named vice-chairman.

A. W. Simmons, Jr. heads the new slate
of officers of the Murray Civic music
Association elected at a meeting January
5.
In addition to the new president, the
group installed Prof. John Winter as vicepresident for funding and Dr. Joe Prince
as vice-president for programming.
Dr. Richard Farrell, retiring president
of the group, remains as vice-president for
production. Lillian Lowry is the new vicepresident for public relations.
Mrs. Neva Gray Allbritten was retained
as treasurer; Mrs. Irma LaFollette is
secretary.
Delegates to the meeting of the Kentucky Arts Commission at Danville on
January 9 and 10 will be Dr. Joe Prince
and Lillian Lowry.
In a drawing, each member of the board
was given a term of office of from one to
four years. As terms expire, new members

Maupin, Mitchell Fired By
State Wildlife Commissioner
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)—State Wildlife
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell says his
firing of two Kentucky conservation officers arrested in South Dakota for hunting
law violations last fall "likely will come
before a Personnel Board hearing."
Because of that, Mitchell would add only
brief comment to his written statement
Monday that Jerry P. Maupin of Murray
and Billie E. Travis of Princeton had been

discharged for violating South Dakota and
federal migratory waterfowl hunting laws.
The two allegedly killed too many ducks
during a hunting trip. Maupin had been a
conservation officer for 12 years and
2 years, Mitchell said.
/
Travis for 51
His statement said the two were fired
"after a thorough review and evaluation of
reports from the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks and the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding
the incident."
"We felt like this is what was needed to
be done," Mitchell said. "It was my
decision."
Mitchell could have suspended the men
or declined to take any action, a
spokesman said.
Maupin and Travis were members of a
seven-man hunting party charged with
violating wildlife laws in South Dakota
The hunters were arrested with 267
ducks, "about 150 over maximum
possible," for a hunting party of that size,
according to South Dakota officials.
They were arraigned in Planidnton,
S.D. magistrate's court on charges of
possession of small game with insufficient
plummage.
Each was fined $100 and sentenced to 10
days in jail, but the jail sentence and $50 of
each fine were suspended.
Before a federal magistrate in Sioux
Falls,S. D., all but one of the hunters were
fined $300 on a charge of over possession,
the officials said.
South Dakota authorities identified those
arrested as Jerry Knight, 24 of Murray;
Robert Hornsby, 27, Murray; Clair E.
Eversmeyer, 20, Murray; Richard K.
Hornsby, 24, Indianapolis, and Ricky
Maupin, 17, Murray.

may be elected to fill the vacancies.
Dr Richard Farrell has served the Civic
Music Association in many capacities and
was its founder in 1958. After the death of
its second president, George Hart, Dr.
Farrell became president.
First president of the group was the Rev.
William Thomas, then rector of the
Episcopalian Church of Murray.
Dr. Farrel has from time to time worked
with scheduling programs, arranging
hospitality and transportation, stage
managing events and handling publicity.
To quote a member of the board of the
association, "We owe a great debt to Dr.
Farrell's work in the Association."
Increased pressure of duties as Chairman of Music in the School of Creative
Expression at MSU led to Dr. Farrell's
decision to narrow his duties with the Civic
Music group.
A. W. Simmons, Jr., executive vicepresident of the Bank of Murray, has
wtrked for seven years with the Civic
Music Board, as well as actively participating in other important civic groups.
In addition to the newly-elected officers,
board members present at the meeting
were Mrs. Mary Lou Abbott, Mrs. Betty
Lowry, Dr. James Kline, Mrs. Libby Hart,
Prof. Paul Shahan and Mrs. Jane Prince.
Absent members were Mrs. Carol Hahn,
Mrs. Norinne Winter and Mrs. Marilyn
Mason.

has previously adopted limiting the pay
increase in the two departments to a five
per cent, across-the-board, raise for each
of the employes.
The ordinance changing the rates
charged by the Natural Gas System will
amount to an increase of five cents per
thousand cubic feet mcf if adopted by the
council after two readings. The rate
change, if approved, will be retroactive to
Jan. 1, 1976. The rate hike will increase the
average Murray gas customer's monthly
bill by about 50 cents.
Gas system superintendent Tommy
Marshall explained to the council that the
system has, over the past three years,
absorbed cost increases from Texas Gas

without raising the local rates.
He said the rate increase is necessary to
"keep operating levels the same and to
continue with current maintenance
programs."
Marshall predicted that the rate increase will generate approximately
$30,000 in additional revenue for the
system in a year's time.
The council's authorization to the mayor
and clerk to borrow operating funds is a
traditional item for the council at this time
of year to carry the city over until tax
revenues begin to come in to the clerk's
office. The council authorized the
borrowing of up to $100,000from either city
(See Council,Page 111)

NEW CITY CLERK — Mrs. Jo Crass was officially sworn in as the new Murray
City'Clerk by Mayor John E. Scott following her appointment to that position by
the Murray Common Council last night Mrs. Crass will replace Stanford Andrus
who is retiring from the post this week after 16 years of service to the city.
Staff Photos by Cosa Istctutcheon

Bill Miller
To Resign As
Superintendent
The Calloway County School Board
accepted the resignation of Supt. William
Miller, effective July 1, 1976, at its regular
monthly meeting Monday.
Miller will remain with the system for
another year after July 1, to help in an
advisory capacity in the transition period.
His resignation is effective July I, or at
such time that the board is able to hire a
successor.
Miller said today that he has no immediate plans, but only felt that it was
"time for a change," and that he feels that
the timing of his resignation will be best
for the school system.
In other action, the board appointed a
committee to study the needs of Calloway
High relative to cafeteria services and
library facilities. The committee, made up
of two board members, two students, two
teachers, the superintendent, principal
and lunch program director, will meet

with architects to discuss the situation.
Payment was approved for two new
school buses, for $23,000, up $3,000 per bus
over last year. The central office building
was accepted and final payment was
authorized.
A fire marshall's report showed several
deficiencies at Calloway High, and the
board moved to correct the areas as
money is available.

Clouds Increasing
Increasing cloudiness tonight and not as
cold with slight chance of showers. Lows in
the 30s. Mostly cloudy with falling temperatures and rain likely, possibly
changing to snow by afternoon Wednesday. Temperatures falling from the 40s
to the mid 30s by late afternoon Wednesday. Cloudy and cold Thursday with
chance of snow showers. Chances of
measurable precipitation are 20 per cent
tonight and 70 per cent Wednesday.
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(urns signs a new buy-year contract as president of the 8,200-student institution. Dr. Curris, istio became the with Murray State president Sept. 15, 1973,
was awanckd the new contract by the regents Dec. 13 some 18 months before
the expiration of his initial contract. Signing of the new pact took place Monday,
Ian. 5, in Dr. Howard's offices in Mayfield on the president's first official working
day under the new contract.
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ARE DAMAGES SHOP—Heavy damage was caused to a buikfing owned by Bobby Hke just off South Fourth Street this
morning. The bulking housed a dean-up shop, according to fire department reports. Sixteen men and three trucks answered the call Trom flie Murray Are Department. The blare reportedly started around an a stove. Capt. toe ANbritten
Stall Photo by orobltim
was reported to have sustained a slight hand injury in the fire.
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More on Back-seat
Mother-in-laws
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 tr, C6Kago T ntounr Po • f•••• Synd
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DEAR ABBY: I liked your answer to the indignant
young wife whose husband agreed with his mother that out
of respect to her, she should sit in the front seat of the car
and his wife should sit in the back.
(You said, "When push comes to shove, you should defer
to your mother-in-law, not because your husband wants you
to, but because she is your elder.")
I am a mother-in-law, and I always sit in front with my
son because my daughter-in-law insists upon it! She says
that I see little enough of him since his marriage, and she
wants to share him with me as much as possible.
I can't tell you how much I appreciate her
thoughtfulness. I am grateful that we have such a warm and
loving relationship. Much of it is due to her unselfish and
•
understanding nature.
Respect? No! All it takes is two women who really love
the same man.
SITTING IN FRONT IN L.A.
DEAR SITTING: Thanks. I needed that. My mail has
been running 50 to one against my adirice to let the
mother-in-law sit in front beside her son. Read on for•few
typical letters lambasting me:
DEAR ABBY: The controversy about whether a man's
mother or his wife should sit beside him while he's ciriviing
the car brings to mind this true story:
A notoriously possessive mother always insisted on
sitting in front with her son, so his wife had to sit in the
back.
On one of these rides, the car in which the three of them
were riding was struck from the right by another car, and
the mother-in-law was killed instantly. The husband and
wife miraculously suivived with only minor injuries.
Had the mother-in-law been in the beck where she
belonged, she'd have been alive, and her daughter-in-law
would have been killed instead.
Care to comment?
WITHHOLD MY NAME
DEAR WITHHOLD: When it comes time to enter the
Kingdom of Heaven, I think people are where they
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By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
Custom-look buttonholes - If
dress material has a mixture of
colors, use two strands of
predominating hues to make
buttonholes-colors will blend
better than strands of a single
color.-Mrs. Juanita Amonett,
Paducah.
+++++
STUFFED PEPPERS To
prepare green peppers for
stuffing, use grapefruit spoon to
scoop out the inside quickly and
easily. -Mrs. Patricia Curtsinger, Benton.
+++++
NEW KEY RING - Fasten a
couple of tiny bells to your key
chain. Keys are easily found in
purse and their ringing will
alert you if they are dropped.
-Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
+++++
BOOSTER SEAT - Have a
little friend visiting at your
house who cannot reach the
table at mealtime? Cover a
large telephone book, or large
catalogue with self-adhesive
paper. The child can reach the
table better and the seat wipes
clean. -Mrs. Sue Fraser,
Bardwell.
+++++
FIREPLACE CLEANUP -

-t•

Line the bottom of your
fireplace with heavy-duty
aluminum foil after cleaning it
the next time. Lift out the foil
filled with ashes and empty into
a large trash bag...make sure
there are no live coals first.
-Mrs. Barletta Wrather,
Murray.
+++++
Take a little extra time to
prepare children's playclothes
for laundering before putting
them in a washer. First, let
jackets,
muddy
slacks,
sweaters, and snowsuits dry
thoroughly. Then shake each
garment briskly over a
newspaper, or wash basin. If
necessary, use a whisk broom to
brush off excess dirt. Turn
pockets and cuffs inside out to
be sure the dirt didn't cake
inside. Pretreat the soil spots
with liquid detergent or
detergent paste. Then, launder
as usual. -Mrs. Dean Roper,
Mayfield.
+++++
Enrichment of flour and
bread, inaugurated in May,1941
was begun as a public health
measure. This 35-year old
practice is still one of our best
forms of insurance against the
B-vitamin deficiency diseases.
-Mrs. Judy Hetterman, Hickman.
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Your Indiv• idual Horoscope
Frances Drake
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FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7, 1975
Look in the section in which situations may prove confusing,
your birthday comes and find but remain calm. Anxiety or
what your outlook is, according hasty action further complicate
matters.
to the stars.

DEAR ABBY: Tell MISERABLE IN THE BACK that
she needs a little more backbone.
First, she should tell her mother-hi•Ilew that the Bible
says that when a man marries he should "leave his father
and mother and cleave unto his wife."
And if that doesn't sink in, the wife should put both her
mother-in-law and her husband in the back seat. Then
Sonny can climb onto Mamma's lap to be cuddled and
rocked again.
These Mamma's boys make lousy husbands.
GOT RID OF ONE

1%
;
By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS;:3:::44;::4•:00:4.
year. I received
Christmas is gone, or should as I have this
and am trying
ones
lovely
two
I say it is gone except for our
them bright and
memories. It is a marvelous to keep
as I can.
thing that we can have our Christmasy as long
your
start
to
Now is the time
joys of the season and hold on
Amaryllis. The local stores
to them after the dinner and
have wonderful, big bulbs,
excitement is all over, In fact I
which should he planted in a
am already, in the back of my
th al resat WI
mind, planning some things I',,PP
the
Ai:Am the soil. Soak
want to de next Christmas. ••••-•
hly, then water only
But now we can turn our
enough to keep the soil fairly
attention to other things. Did
grow
They
moist.
you get a Poinsettia? If you
astonishingly fast. Each
would like to keep it and try to
morning I can measure a
get it to bloom next Christspurt of growth on mine.
mas, you can. The plants are
never quite as pretty as at
Another bulb that will
First blooming, but there is
brighten your home during
always the satisfaction of
this month is the Paper-White
doing something in a creative
Narcissus. I have five bulbs in
way.
water with pebbles to hold
As soon as the petals drop,
them straight and the first
keep the plant on the dry side,
bloom opened this morning.
set it in an out-of-the-way
These were fine bulbs, so big
place and more or less forget
and strong, and every shoot
it until warm wather. It will
has at least one stalk of buds.
survive with a little water
They will rill the house with a
from time to time and some
sweet aroma for several
light.
weeks.
Later in the spring I will
Although neither of these
remind you to take it out
bulbs is any good for forcing
doors, repot it and set it, up to
indoors again, they can be
the neck of the pot, in dirt. Cut
planted in your garden and
It back then to about four to six
will bloom again. I plant an
inches and watch it grow.
Amaryllis in a flower bed each
and although the blooms
year
I don't think I have ever
come later and are not so
enjoyed Poinsettias as much
large, they bloom every year
and make a lovely spot in the
yard.
The Narcissus can be
planted in a bed and will not
bloom next year, but will the
following year. It takes them a
1-1-76
full year to recuperate from
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
forcing indoors. I think they
DISMISSALS
are well worth saving, as the
Miss Raylene Burris, 1661
sweet clusters are among the
College Terrace, Murray, daintiest of spring blossoms.
Master Don Tipton, Rt. 4,
Our New Year has begun.
Murray, Miss Krista D. Bishop, Let's see what we can do with
Rt. 6 Bx. 336, Paris, Tn., Jack
it. By beginning now to plan
Benton, Rt. 7 Kingswood Sub., and to prepare, we can make
Murray, Leonard K. Morris, Rt. it one of the most enjoyable
3, Murray, Jerry Lee White, and rewarding we have had in
1503 Martin Chapel Rd., a long time.
Coleman Reeder, Rt. 7 Murray,
So let's join hands with God
Mrs. Ruth Genell Potts, Rt. 1, and create, beautify and share
Murray, Roosevelt Paschall, our botmty.
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn., John
Franklin Lee, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Grade 0. England, 1319
Vine, Murray.

ARIES
PISCES
14'(Feb Xi..ttp Mar. 20)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4Y1
Mixed influences. Some par Good offerings indicated.
agreements may have to be Stress your competence and do
revised, strengthened. not hesitate to accept another's
However, competition should idea if practical. Intellectual
pursuits favored.
enliven the day nicely.
TAURUS
:W17
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t
Your innate sympathy for
YOU BORN TODAY are a
your fellowman could lead you highly idealistic individual,
astray now, so take all factors intellectually inclined and noted
DEAR ABBY: You certainly blew it with your advice to
into account if asked for favors for your unswerving depenMISERABLE IN THE BACK.
- material or otherwise. Curb dability and practicality. You
When a man marries, his mother automatically takes a
emotions.
back seat to his wife, both figuratively and literally-unless
are less reserved and inhibited
she is either aged or crippled. In thiscase, the mother-in-law
than most other Capricornians;
GEMINI
was only 47, and I assume she was able-bodied.
make friends easily, but may
( May 22 to June 21)
You say that the daughter-in-law should defer to her
may have only a few close comsituation
domestic
A
first
the
In
mother-in-law out of "respect" for her elders.
have you uptight at the panions. Love of home and
place, a 47-year-old woman is not "elderly." And in the
moment, but you can offset the family is another one of your
second place, respect must be earned; it doesn't come with
by immersing yourself outstanding traits, and you will
tension
respected.
be
to
person
a
qualify
not
does
age. Living Tong
your creative projects. go to any length to give of your
of
one
in
of
suspicious
be
would
I
If I were that daughter-in-law,
best to keep them happy. Fields
CANCER
my husband's priorities and investigate them where they
(June 72 to July 23) 0(2) in which you could win great
count. He sounds like the kind of husband who would make
law,
his mother the beneficiary of his life insurance policy.
Friends and (or) associates success: medicine, the
writing.
I was married to such a man and didn't realize it until it
will be in a mood to discuss the journalism, music and
was too late.
future - theirs and yours. A In the latter field, your greatest
BEEN THERE
conscientious effort to be eminence may come from
cooperative will pay big writing mystery stories.
to
Want
Teen-agers
"What
booklet,
new
Abby's
For
Dr.,
Lasky
dividends.
132
Buren,
Van
Know," send El to Abigail
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long,
LEO
self-addressed, stamped (264) envelope.
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
If you've something in mind,
career-wise, now's the time to
speak up. Superiors should be
receptive to new ideas - 12- 31-75
ADULTS 114
logically presented.
NURSERY 2
VIRGO
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
P%
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) I
DISMISSALS
Indications of a good financial
Miss Gene Marie Steely, Rt.
break. It may come in the form
of unexpected dividends from a 4, Murray, Master Randy Dale
past shrewd investment or Baker, Rt. 3, Murray, Master
repayment of a loan long since Jimmy Overby, Jr., Rt. 8 Bx 28,
forgotten.
Murray, Miss MeEnda A.
Brawley, Bx. 172, Hazel, Mrs.
LIBRA
Kathryn L. Langston, 1711
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A problem now may be in Melrose Dr., Murray, Mrs.
handling activities smoothly, Glenda Kaye Carroll, Rt. 3,
without ruffling tempers or Box. 50, Murray, Arthur 0.
leaving yourself open to Savells, Rt. 5, Bx. 171 Benton,
, misinterpretation. But the Mrs. Katy D. Sdinautz, Rt., 1
Ubran's fine sense of balance Box. 101, Hazel, Mrs. Marsha
Kay Farris and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
should help you to cope.
Murray, Aubry Hale Mathis,
SCORPIO
I
A
Rt, 3, Murray, Mrs. Mary F.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M)
t.41 No Bee Rt.
You may face some petty Briggs, Rt. 2, Bx. 92, Dover,
annoyances. Shake them off Tn., Mrs. Iva M. Bucy, New
Thru Wed.
with a philosophical attitude Concord, Master Craig Johnand settle down to serious work. son, Rt. 1, Benton, Rev. Charles
Much can be accomplished now. Yancy, Bx. 8, Kirksey, Mrs.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
SAGITTARIUS
Sharon R. Conger, Rt. 5, Old
Joan Coles of Murray has
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 34/41t Union Rd., Paris, • Tn., Mrs.
In whatever you do or say, Lucille Marshall, Rt. 2, Box 341 been dismissed from Lourdes
emphasize your most charming Murray, Homer Smith Bazzell, Hospital, Paducah.
No Bus. Rt
manner,. which can outwit Rt. 1 Kirksey, Commie E. Cain,
Thru Wed.
opposition, help prevent fric- 805 S. 4th St.,
Murray, Mrs.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
tion. News of interest indicated.
Dallie D. Colson, Rt. 5, Benton,
Charles Reed of Murray has
CAPRICORN
David Morgan, lit. 5 Bx. 2227,
(Dec. 23 to Jan. 20) ViO
been dismissed from Lourdes
Murray,_ Mrs. Bobbie fit. Hospital, Peducalt •
enSitaidlent aspects....now
courage all your interests, but Perguson,-Be.. 211, Murray,
don't "upset the applecart" Mrs. Lottie F. Parker, Rt. 6,
PADUCAH PATIENT
through impulsiveness, super- Murray, Erett Curd Williams,
Thru 1/14
Orvia Fielder of Murray
fluous moves, unwise strategy. Rt. 1, Buchanan,'Tn., Elbert P.
Dunn, Rt. 1 Alma, M. V. Route Eight has been a patient
AQUARIUS
Boggess (expired), Rt. 2, at Western Baptist Hospital,
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Paducah.
Murray.
Certain
influences
Mixed
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FOUR GENERATIONS in the Garland family are pictured at
a recent gathering of the family. They are, left to right, Mrs.
Ellie Lynn Hill Garland of Cairo, Ill., Mrs. Ruth Garland Carter
Griffith of Indianapolis, Ind„ Mrs. Harold (Veronica Carter)
Elkins and Ray Lynn Elkins of Lynn Grove.

Buffoon& Used go/ Cooks In
Rat* Ciao By The hey Costal
and pineapple juice. Add adBy Bonnie Davenport
ditional sugar to taste. Chill
Dairy Council Economist
The buttermilk of yesterday - thoroughly. Serve garnished
the liquid remaining in the with a sprik-oT mint. Makes 4
churn after the butter had been servings.
LEMON SNOW CREAM
removed - was both delicious
WITH STRAWBERRIES
and nourishing and came to be
recognized as a special treat for 2 tablespoons (2 envelopes)
plain gelatin
the family.
yesterday's /
did
Little
2cup sugar
1
homemaker know that one day 4 cups buttermilk
buttermilk could be enjoyed by one'-third cup lemon juice
everyone, not just by an ex- 1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
clusive number of butter 1 cup whipping cream
churners. But, the buttermilk of 2 cups slightly sweetened fresh
20 years ago should not be or frozen berries
Combine plain gelatin and
confused with today's controlled product.
sugar in saucepan. Add butMany good cooks have termilk; mix well. Heat
discovered that buttermilk, gradually, stirring constantly
with its unique flavor and slight just until gelatin and sugar are
acidity, makes light and tender dissolved. Stir in lemon juice
cakes, biscuits and pancakes, and lemon rind. Refrigerate
and helps to tenderize meat. until slightly thickened. Whip
Whether used plain as a cream until stiff. With same
refreshing beverage or as an beaters, without washing them,
ingredient in prepared dishes beat up gelatin mixture about 30
you will find it an advantage to seconds or until slightly bubbly.
have buttermilk on hand in your Fuld in whipped cream. Pour
refrigerator.
into a 6-cup mold and chill until
Helpful Hints - If you have thoroughly set, overnight if
an old favorite recipe calling for possible. Unmold and serve
sour milk, substitute the same with desired berries. Makes Ito
amount of buttermilk and you 10 servings.
will find it works'equally'as well.

!

BEEFSTROGANOFF
3 pounds lean beef
l12 cup flour
'
2 teaspoons salt
142 teaspoon pepper
1.4 cup butter(½ stick)
1 large or 2 small cloves garlic,
minced
Wortablespoons
2
/
11
chestershire sauce
14 cup tomato catsup
1 -8 oz. can button mushrooms
1 cup mushroom liquid with
water
2cups buttermilk
/
11
2cups sliced onions
Cut meat into strips /742 by 2
inches and 1,'4 inch thick.
Combine flour, salt and pepper.
Coat meat with flour mixture.
Brown meat slowly in butter in
a large fry pan or dutch oven.
When brown on all sides, add
onion, garlic, Worchesterghire
sauce, and catsup. Drain liquid
from mushrooms and add
enough water to make 1 cup.
Add to meat, cover and simmer
2 hours or until
1
about 2 to 2/
tender, adding additional water
as needed (the mixture should
be fairly thick when tender).
Add mushrooms and buttermilk
and cook over low heat only
until heated through. Serve over
cooked noodles or rice. Makes 8
to 10 servings.
Note: May be prepared the
day before and stored in the
refrigerator. To heat place in
325 degree oven for 25 to 30
minutes.
PINEAPPLE COOLER
2cups buttermilk
2 cups canned pineapple juice
2 teaspoons sugar
Combine buttermilk, sugar

Mrs. Ohney
Entertains
At Her Home
Those visiting in the home of
Mrs. Lovie Finney for the
holidays were her children,
grandchildren, great grandchildren,and some friends.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton D. Finney, Dale
Finney, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Rogers, Peggy, Mark, Craig,
Kelly,and Kieth Rogers,Dennis
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Rowland and Michael Rowland,
Reidland, Mrs. Lucetta Rogers
of Amory, Miss., Mr. and Mrs.
David Cherry, Chris and
LeaAnn Cherry, Paducah, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Giltner of Ocala,
Fla., Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Bazzell, Alan and Brett Bazzell,
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Duke of
Mayfield, Misses Sandra and
Charlotte Finney of Ocean
Spring, Miss., Jimmy Finney
and Marlin Adams of Biloxi,
Miss., Mrs. Francis St. John of
Murray,and Mrs. Finney.

Crisis
Information Center

23 Hod, Se-wice

Westerq K, ntu,,,
MH•MR Board

Our Biggest
Sale Ever

On A Large Quantity of Stock

7'azionahl
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50% Off
Books, Bibles, Records
Come by S. get acquainted with our new manager, Sam Fuson, Jr.
Free Coffee 8. Coalties

The Christian BoOk Center
9-6 Mon -Fri
9-5 Sat.

808 Chestnut
753-0425

Sale Ends Sat., Ian. 10
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-Program WillBe Presented,
Newcomers Club

jiocatA-wise
By Helen F. Andrew. M.S
Health Educator
Physical Education
School physical education
programs which discriminate
in favor of a relatively small
group of athletes to the neglect of the rest of the
students are coming under
Education and Recreation and
increasing attack.
those mentioned above can
The President's Council on
provide guidance and informaPhysical Fitness brought to
tion, but concerned parents in
public attention the poor
a local community must spark
showing of American youth on
the movement for change.
fitness tests and reported that
If you are a parent dis15 percent of high school
satisfied with the jahys-ed ingraduates had never had any
struction your children are
kind of physical education.
receiving, talk to other parIn spite of widespread conents,to your PTA group, your
cern, the physical education
school board members and
budget is obeli the first to be
school officials. Find others
cut, apparently because of a
who share your concern and
feeling that it is just play.
However, school systems (form a committee who will
work to arouse community
which have emphasized phyinterest in the health and
sical fitness find that it pays
fitness of the coming generaoff not only in the better
tion.
health of the students but also
People must be educated to
in improved classroom perunderstand that the future of
formance and greater sella community, a nation is
confidence and social ease.
bound up with the well-being
Parents, women's groups,
of its citizens.
and others—including physical
—o 1975 o community tortico 01
educators who have formed
Mit Knott% Doportmont General Con
totonco of Sodonih-clay Acitoniisis
their own group, Physical
Education Public Information
—are working for physical
education programs in the
schools which will:
FAT NEEDED
1. Prepare students for lifeSome of the fatty acids furlong activity rather than em- nished in our diets by fats are
phasizing the competitive essential because our bodies
sports which Jew play after cannot make these fatty acids
graduation.
from other food components.
2. Provide training for the This means we have to receive
students who need it most— them in our food, already forthose who are awkward, lack
med. So don't sell fats short in
self-confidence or are over or your daily meals. Even though
underweight.
all of us should watch our
3. Correct the imbalance
calories, you need fat in your
provided
between facilities
diet.
for boys and the minimum
provision commonly made for
girls. (The Citizens' Advisory
Council on the Status of
OLDER PERSONS
Women cited as an example of
Older men and women
discrimination a Texas school
average more than 30 percent
system with an athletic budbelow the recommended
get of $250,000 for boys and
amounts of calcium they need.
$870 for girls.)
They should drink more milk or
4. Include instruction in nu- eat its equivalent in other dairy
trition and other aspects of foods. One of the most prevalent
health.
diseases for older people is
National organizations for
osteoporosis, which causes
physical education reform
bones to deteriorate. More
such as the American Assothis.
ciation for Health, Physical calcium may offset

ctured at
ight, Mrs.
id Carter
a Carter)

hi

:e. Add adtaste. Chill
garnished
nt. Makes 4

CREAM
ERRIES
envelopes

juice
mon rind

etened fresh

gelatin and
1. Add butyell. Heat
constantly
id sugar are
lemon juice
Refrigerate
:ened. Whip
With same
siting them,
we about 30
',fitly bubbly.
ream. Pour
rid chill until
,vernight if
and serve
Makes 8th

The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will hold its
first meeting of 1976 on Thursday, January 8, at 7:30 p. m.in
the fellowship hall of the First
Christian Church.
A program of "'Me History of
Murray and Calloway County"
will kick off the Bicentennial
year celebration for the club.
Mrs. Bertha Gingles and Miss
Maude Nance will serve on a
panel answering questions from
club members on the history in
addition to sharing their
knowledge on this subject.
Following a business meeting
refreshments will be served. All
Newcomer Club members are
urged to attend.

CO MARLINITV
CALE N DAR
e

Tuesday,January
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. m.
Groups of First Baptist
(lurch will meet at ten a.m. as
follows: Annie Armstrong with
Mrs. M. C. Garrott and Dorothy
with Mrs. Brent Outland.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at Immanuel Lutheran Church
at seven p.m.
East Calloway 11-3TC will mad
at seven p.m. at the school with
Paul Jerry Lee speaking on the
"Drug Problem."
1First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at ten
a.m. at the Hale Chapel with
coffee at 9:30 a.m. in social hall
and executive board meeting at
nine a.m. in church parlor.

ANEML4
Anemia is a frequent problem
among women of childbearing
age and teenage girls. It is
caused by inadequate iron
reserves in the body and not
-enough iron in the diet. Good
food sources of iron include
whole grain and enriched cereal
products, eggs, meat and
poultry, apricots, prunes, and
raisins.

Tuesday,January 6
Progressivc Homemakers
Club will meet with Marilyn
Herndon at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for senior citizens with 1976
discount cards issued at 10:30 a.
m. and sack lunch at 11:30 a. m.

MONEY-NUTRMON
Be money-wise and nutritionSenior Citizens Arts and
wise when you shop. Dried peas
Crafts group will meet at the
and beans, cheese, or peanut
Dexter Community Center at
butter can be inexpensive
9:30
a. m.
alternates for meat in some of
tender
less
And
meals.
your
cuts of meat usually cost less
First Baptist Church WMU
but contain as much food value will meet at nine a.m. at
as higher priced cuts. Prepared church.
properly, stews, meat loaf, or
Group II of First Christian
pot roasts aretelicious.
Church CWF will meet at two
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Marvin Fulton with Mesdames
CHILD'S TEETH
A newborn child's mouth A. Carman, Bob Ferrell, Zelna
contains the beginnings of 52 Carter, and Frank Holcomb as
teeth. Since the unborn child cohostesses and Mrs. Lessie
depends upon its mother for Pickard giving the program.
nourishment, the pregnant
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
woman's intake of calcium,
phosphorous, and particularly Catholic Church will meet at
vitamin D, is of special im- Gleason Hall at 1:30 p.m.
portance. This is why vitamin D Members will receive Holy
milk is recommended for Community at eleven a.m.
Mass on Sunday.
mothers-to-be.

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
The monthly meeting of the Baptist Young Women of the
Consultant, National Dairy Council
KSALPN District 17 unit 1 will Blood River Association will
be at 7:00 p.m. in the Con- meet at the Hazel Baptist
ference room of the Murray- Church at seven p.m.
THE XANTHINE OXIDASE THEORY
Calloway County Hospital. All
is an old adage M politics
There
members are urged to attend.
at
meet
will
THE JOURNAL POINTED
Grove 6126 WOW
the Murray Woman's Club that if you want to become known, OUT that the xanthine oxidase
attack a big issue or a highly hypothesis has been advanced by
House at six p.m.
Wednesday,January?
placed person. Never mind the only one person and thus much Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
small fry. You've got to go after a more research is needed. ParMurray Chapter No. 92 Royal champion if your name or your ticularly, in urging research
will meet at Salem Baptist
-taking advantage of newer methChurch with Elizabeth Jones to Arch Masons and Murray cause is to get any real attention.
teach the lesson on making doll Council No. 50 Royal and Select Well, nowadays we know this odologies of enzymology and impracticed in many walks munology," the Journal authors
tissue box covers. Call 753-8193 Masters will meet at the tactic isAnd the result is the same described
Dr. Oster's ideas as
of life
p.m.
7:30
at
Hall
Masonic
tranfor information and
even when well-intentioned per- "tenuous and implausible."
sportation__
For physicians. the AMA Joursons support a cause—if that
Ellis Center will open at ten cause or theory threaten some- nal specifically -advised: "At this
time it is far from an established
a.m. for senior citizens with thing well established or revered.
Bowling for senior citizens discount cards to be issued at And so it is with milk, a food fact that the drinking of howill be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
to
10:30 a.m., sack lunch at noon, most respected. If you attack milk mogenized milk contributes
p. m. Cost, is fifty cents per
mortality from coronary artery
table games and others at one you will make headlines.
abgame.
MILK HAS in the last year or disease through the intestinal oxip.m. and close at 3:15 p.m.
two now been accused of causing sorption of bovine xanthineavoid
heart disease—not because of its dase. To advise the public to
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Senior Citizens of New fat content, but because of an en- homogenized milk or to boil milk
Women are scheduled to meet Concord and Hamlin areas will
zyme in milk called xanthine for this purpose, on the basis of the
at seven p.m.
meet at the home of Mrs. oxidase. Last spring one of the meager published evidence, is unand unjustified."
Robert Taylor, Keniana Shores, sensationalizing tabloids so warranted
prominently displayed in food
at one p.m.
Nature's Palette Garden Club
stores publicized this theory,
quoting Dr. Kurt A. Oster of Park
is scheduled to meet at Ellis
Garden Department of City Hospital, Bncigeport, ConnecCommunity Center at 1:30 p. m.
will
Murray Woman's Club
ticut
Dr Oster's theory—that the
meet at 1:30p.m.
The Garden Department of
Flint Baptist Church mission
homogenizing of milk reduces the
the Murray Woman's Club will
oxidase
organizations are scheduled to
xanthine
the
of
size
Friday, January 9
meet at seven p. m. at the
molecule so that it can be ab- meet Thursday, January 8, at
North Murray Homemakers sorbed in the intestine and ulti- 1:30 p. m. at the club house.
church.
Club will meet at the home of
"Gardens—East and West"
mately be deposited in cardioMrs. Fred Gingles at 1:30 p.m. vascular tissue where it causes will be the subject of the
disease—had not received program by Dr. Halene Visher
Baptist Women, Baptist Golden Age Club will meet at heartmuch
attention in the scien- for the open meeting.
that
Young Women, and Acteens of noon at the social hall of the tific press.
Hostesses will be Verde
Cherry Corner Baptist Church First United Methodist Church. But the national publicity recently prompted the Journal of the McCoy, Edna Miller, Shirley
are scheduled to meet at seven
Morton, Artie Morris, Mary
American Medical Association to
p. m. at the church.
FOUR FOOD GROUPS
Mary
doctors, generally. that the Frank
warn
Paschall,
Mothers, what can you do to theory is unproven
Farris.
Nell
and
Rayburn,
be
to
encourage your children
Women of Oaks Country Club active? There's nothing quite
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m. For like setting a good example.
reservations call Maxa Read, And when the family enjoys
5.0.ofts toAetlipt, a tinge benefit
The Specialty Shop will be
phone 753-5178.
,
is weigtt control. You need the
four-food-groups, too—meats
Thursday, January 8
Wed.,Jan. 7,1976to
and protein foods, fruit and
Baptist Women of Elm Grove vegetables, breads and cereals,
for their Big
Prepare
Church will meet at the home of and milk and dairy foods.
Mrs. Rudolph Geurin at 1:30
TEMEE CATEGORIES
p.m. for the Royal Service
Your basic nutritional needs
program.
fall into three categories: First,
Welcome Wagon Newcomers a steady supply of protein for
Club will meet in the fellowship replacement of body tissue;
hall of the First Christian second, vitamins and minerals
Starting
Church at 7:30 p.m. A bicen- for body metabolism; and third,
tennial program will be fats and carbohydrates as fuel
Jun.8
Thurs..
for energy, heat, and mainpresented.
tenance of the body.
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Campaign Funds Soar

Both may be possibilities. Over
the past three years, taxpayer
checkoffs have put $62 million in
the special political subsidy fund.
Mother $50 million might be added next April, making a total of,
perhaps,$100 million available for
subsidies.
Any candidate for president
who raises $5,000 in each of 2/3
states in contributions of $250 or
less becomes eligible to receive
up to $5 million in federal
matching payments. Observers
figure as many as 12 candidates
could qualify and if that many
claimed the full amount of matching funds from the subsidy
fund, it would take $60 million,
which is about all there is.
The fact that more may be
coming in is largely offset by the

law providing for more to be paid
out. The Treasury must be able to
provide $2 million each for the two
major political conventions, and
$20 million each for the general
election campaigns of the party
nominees.
Front runner in the fund race is
George C. Wallace, Alabama
Democrat, who had reported
collections totalling $4,491,956 as
of June 30, 1975, with expenditures
amounting to $3,780,301. And he
hasn't collected any campaign
subsidy money yet!
Other candidates who have
collected large sums include
Henry M. Jackson, Lloyd Bentsen, and Jimmy Carter. Others
are working at the job,and collecting funds may be as far as some
will get.
Even though the law assures
large subsidies, collection of funds is on a voluntary basis. Those
who expected subsidies to reduce
election campaign expenditures
may be disappointed, because the
more a candidate raises,the more
subsidy he may receive.
— °idolises* thy Tines

Consumer Comment

Study Schools Carefully
By Ed W.Hancock
Attorney General
Many consumers have been attracted
or persuaded by advertisements which
declare, "Thousands of fabulous jobs
are opening up!!...all you need is
ambition to secure the job of your
dreams.. and only $10 down.. sign
here..."
Unfortunately advertisements of this
type otlesa mislead consumers into
investing in an illegitimate pijirgte
vocational or trade school that results
in a great loss of both money and time.
If you are considering enrolling in a
private vocational or trade school,
consider the following:
First, obtain official catalogs or
brochures. Study these carefully,
noting the following items:
—Look for clearly stated educational
objectives with accurate, up-to-date
educational instructiOnal methods.
—Check the competency and
qualifications of the faculty.
—Consider the advertising. The
school should be honest in its advertising and promotional activities,
"honest" salesmen.
including
Remember, an honest school does not
pressure its clients into signing the
contract.
—Check for a reasonable tuition
collection and refund policy.
—Check the length of courses.
Second, obtain further evaluation of
the school's courses and services
through visiting the school and contacting present and former students.
Third, secure information concerning

job opportunities available through
state
employment
agencies,
prospective
employers
and
professional counselors. Beware of
schools that guarantee employment.
Some schools .fail to keep their
"promise."
• Fourth, analyze
your
own
capabilities and values:
—Consider the value and the
necessity of the course.
—Consider the course conteet and
decide how difficult it might be for you.
—Check the time involved in
preparation of the lessons and determine your ability to meet -deadlines"
for assignments.
—Seek the aid of a school or career
guidance counselor.
Last, carefully read and understand
the contract before you sign. Never sign
any contract unless you intend and
expect to live up to its obligations.
Avoid oral promises suggesting that
you can break the contract.
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Attorney General's Office,
Consumer Protection Division, Room
34, Capitol Building, Frankfort, Ky.
40601. Kentucky residents may use the
toll-free hotline: 1-800-372-2960

Bible Thought
As thou hest sent me into the
world, even so have I also sent them
Into the world. John 17:18.
Jesus sends us into our world as
salt. His friends bring God's "flavor" to every situation.
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'Hold it, the Environmental Commission
just changed Its mind'

Garrott's Galley

I

Most People Don't Object
To Airport Security Checks

By M.C. Garrott
When the news of the bomb explosion at
New York's LaGuardia Airport flashed
across the TV screens the other night, no
doubt it sent a shiver up Mary McKinney's
spine here in Murray.
Mary, 21-year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John McKinney, Gatesborough, and
a mid-year social work graduate of
Murray State, knows first-hand how it
feels to work around an airport amid an
apprehensive atmosphere of plane
hijackings, bomb scares, and all kinds of
threats from fanatical nuts.
Last year, she spent the summer as a
security checker on the gates at the
Baltimore-Washington International
Airport, where her father, a civil engineer
with the second largest construction
company in the worlil, is in charge of a
major expinnsion project.
At one time or the other, Mary worked in
all of the airport's loading areas. She was
one of a four-member team, which included a police officer, and their equipment included an electronic, tunnel-like
device for the passengers to walk through
and an x-ray machine to scan the handcarried luggage. Any time the electronic
beams would detect "massive metal,"
such as a gun, a buzzer would sound. Then
the person would step aside to be searched,
or the luggage opened to be inspected, by
the police officer.
Mary considers her most terrifying
experience of the summer one that happened late one afternoon as she was
winding up a 12-hour shift. She was handexamining a woman's purse.
"It had three compartments," she
laughed, and I had stuck my hand into the
first two and felt nothing unusual. I almost
didn't check the third, but did and felt my
hand touch something hard and cold. It
was a pair of brass knucks. Looking closer,
we also found two lock-blade knives. Then
the policeman took over.
"It turned out, the woman said she
traveled a lot and that her husband had
given her the knucks and the knives as
self-protection," she said. "The irnoic
thing, too, was that she wasn't even
leaving. She was just seeing someone off.
The weapons were confiscated, however,
as the police consider them offensive
weapons and illegal."
+++++
On another occasion when she was
working the luggage scanner, all had been
going well through a routine day when
suddenly before her on the screen were the
outlines of three pistols in a piece of
luggage.

Anal Fissure
sphincter muscle.
While a fissure usually heals
spontaneously in 10 to 14 days, it
may recur as a result of a tight
muscle and firm stool.
Applying a salve that contains
a local anesthetic may give
some relief of pain. Sitting in
warm water may he comforting.,
The stool should be softened by
a mild laxative and a diet with
bulk and roughage. Fluids
should be taken freely to aid
against constipation.
If recurrence of the teaure is
frequent or if it persists. a physician or a proctologist -- a
specialist in rectal disease -should be seen. Occasionally.
The cause of an anal fisaire is surgery is neceskary to try to
said to be from stool passing prevent fisibret
through an anal canal which is
surrounded by strong. firth(
Q Mrs D.D. would hiu. to

A fissure in the anal canal is
usually very painful, especially
during defecation.
A fissure-in-ano is a lenghwise tear or split in skin and
mucous membrane of the anal
canal. The raw area is about
one-half an inch long. The edges
are together when the anus is
closed, but they are pulled apart
by the passage of stool through
the anal canal dunng a bowel
movement. The separation of the
edges of the wound causes exquisite pain at the fire site
which has to heal while the anal
canal is being used for defecation.

A

(Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
c•olunin are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor. I

Kids And Drugs

Let's Stay Well

By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
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Guest Editorial

Will the United States government be tempted to make illegal
campaign contributions to candidates for president in 1976? Or
will Congress borrow more money
to replenish the campaign subsidy
fund, if it ruds dry before we elect
a new president?

OPINION PAGE

BLASINGAME
A. If the source vim IlAPU, (1 ',know if it is safe for a nursing
mother and her baby if the. trouble would probably not be
mother takes live rubella (Ger- limited to your palms, though
man measles) vaccine.
admittedly allergic reactions
may occasionally be limited to
A If any of the virus should one area. It is likely that you are
appear in the milk, no harm contacting something that
should result to a normal baby. causes the local irritation. I
The postpartum period is an ap- recall one patient who bought a
propnate time for the mother to, new automobile which had
a
be vaccinated as long as she plastic steering wheel to
which
avoids getting pregnant for he was found to be allergic
and
several months. The amount of
had
a
similar
trouble.
If you are
the virus which may appear in
the mother's milk after vaccina- handling any objects that may
tion is not triunity strong enough have nickel in their composition,
this metal could be the cause.
to be contagious.
tir
You will have to turn detective
Q. Miss E.K. writes that she is and search for the offender, and
troubled with tiny uprisings in it is at times difficult to find the
the skin of the palms of her cause. YOU might try, wearing a
hands. She wonders if something glove on one hand to see thr.
difference. Good luck
she is eating may be the cause

toe Dag was immediately seized and
searched only to find three toy guns. They
were gifts for a small boy somewhere.
"We put them in a special box, though,"
she said, "tagged them for the passenger
and walked them to the gate where they
were given to the agent to be placed with
the rest of the bags in the luggage compartment."
+++++
"Although most people are every nice
about having to go through the security
check, some, especially pregnant women
and people with cameras get quite angry
about it," she said. "The pregnant women
are afraid the x-rays will injure their
babies and the people with the cameras
afraid it will ruiretnefr
"The truth is, they get more x-ray exposure from their TV sets in an evening
than they.could.ever getfrom the scalinIng
equipment," she went on. "We try to
convince them that the check is for their
benefit, and most of them are nice about
it—especially when you are nice to them."
+++++
Now that She has her degree, Mary, a
pretty, vivacious brunette, wants to be a
flight attendant and fly to all corners of the
world and "meet all kinds of interesting
people," although that shouldn't be
anything new to her.
Since her father's work has carried the
family to many parts of the world already,
Mary, who was born at Chilicothe, Ohio,
had attended 13 elementary and secondary
schools by the time she was 17. She has
been in all of the nation's 50 states.
At one time, the McKinneys lived at
Timmons, Ontario, 500 miles north of
Toronto and only 50 miles from the Arctic
tide water. "One time I walked to piano
lessons in 54-degrees-below-zero temperature," she said with a laugh, "but it
was a dry cold and didn't penetrate you
like it does here."
+++++
Although the McKinneys own several
farms in Missouri, they consider Murray
"home." "After my father's heart attack
in Hawaii in 1969," Mary said,"we decided
we needed a place we could really call
'home,' and we came to Murray, which is
close to my mother's parents in Trigg
County and my father's in Missouri. We
love it here, too, especially mother, who
graduated from Murray State." Mrs.
McKinney is the former Edna Calhoun of
Golden Pond.
On January 18, Mary will go to Maryland
and begin her flight attendant interviews
with the major airlines. No doubt, the first
interviewer she meets will give her the
chance she wants, because with her
beauty, poise, traveling experience and
her great love for meeting people, she's a
natural for the job.
Wouldn't it be a pleasure to find her
aboard your flight some day!

Funny
Funny World
ENVIRONMENT
There's only one thing worse than being
locked up in an enclosed space with a
cigaret smoker. It's being trapped with
someone who quit smoking and insists on
telling you how he did it.
A Norwich, England woman reported on
her holiday at an expensive seaside resort.
She said snobbishly, "Why even the
pollution there seems to k of a better
quality."
Nothing makes a motorist as hesitant as
finding an empty parking space downtown. He's afraid that everybody else
knows something be doesn't.
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
And ye shall know the truth; and the
truth shall set you free.
...St, Matthew
There is a cancer eating away the soul of
the heart of our nation. The heart of our
nation is our youth, the cancer is
malignant: drug addiction.
We don't really think it can ever happen
to us. It's sort of like death, people hide
from it and just don't take the time to face
it. But it must be faced.
the problem could grow to epidemic
proportion. And the last people to know it
are the parents. We can no longer brush it
under the carpet. The carpet is starting to
swell over.
We fear some high school students are
using some form of drugs. Thank goodness
for the many others who are not playing
this dangerous game. There are young
people who are living in fear, when they
should,be enjoying the experience called
life.
There are many, many innocent kids
who are experimenting with drugs only to
conform, to find some type of entertainrnent. And little do they realize or
even think about what could happen as a
result of their experiments.
The blame can not be placed on the kids,

nor can it single-handedly be placed on
anything.
We live in an age of technology where
the bonds of the family have become
pulled apart. Fifty years ago, Christmas
meant more than it does today.
A family would get in a wagon and brave
the elements to visit friends or deliver
presents. When they arrived, they sat
around the fire and talked and socialized.
Today, we get in the car with our stereos
and comforts of technology. We spend five
%Mutes and then rush off and everyone
e-s his own way.
A great philospher once said that the
greatest accomplishment in life was to
know your own self. Today, we don't.
Kids can not stand to be alone. They
must be in their deer group, going
somewhere, trying to find something to do
and maybe turning to such things as
alcohol or drugs for the answer.
Self-realization comes through love. It
can come from God, it can come from
music or it comes thraigh rap sessions
with parents. Franklin D. Roosevelt said
we have nothing to fear but fear itself. And
that is all we have to fear today when
examining the drug problems. We are
afraid of what we might discover.
But the worst thing that could possibly
happen is failing to make that discovery.

Letters To The Editor

Trash And City Hall
Dear Editor:
As a taxpayer of this city, I think it is
high time that I let my voice be heard
on the way our city government is
making the laws and then telling us how
we are to comply with them.
For years I paid a man weekly to pick
up my trash. This man never made any
restrictions or specifications on my
-4!
Then the city fathers decided they
wanted to take that job over so we were
told where to pay the bill.
I bought cans and a stand to put the
cans on, in order to keep the dogs from
turning the cans over. When the
sanitation men come these cans are
never put back on the stand and the.tops

of the cans are thrown on the ground.
At times my trash is not picked up but
I still pay my monthly bill.
Now the city tells rue I must pack my
cans filled with trash to a certain spot to
make it easier for the sanitation dept.
What if these cans are not picked up
and dogs turn them over. Who is going
toclean this up?
Has anyone thought of ow elderly
population. How are 'they to comply
with this law.
I say as citizens and taxpayers we not
pack our trash to said position and if
our trash is not picked up load it in our
cars and haul it to city hall and dump it.
Sincerely,
Mrs. John Sammons
Elm St.,Murray
lurt,

Stephenson, from Fern Creek; and
textiles by Brenda Weyerbacher,from
Huntingburg, Indiana.
January 10
Spring term Saturday classes meet.
Orff-Schulwerk Association ( Music
for children) Association meeting in
Ituoiii 210 of the Fine Arts Annex,from
9:30a.m. to 3 p.m.
Tau Kappa Epsilon's "Let's Go
Racers Party," at the Fraternity
House, 113 North 14th Street, from 6:30
to 7:30p.m.
MSU Basketball in the Sports Arena
with the women's team playing
University of Louisville at 5:15 p.m.,
and the men's team vs University of
New Orleans at 7:30p.m.
Immediately following the game, the
Baptist Student Center will have a
-welcome back" party.
Open House will be held at the Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity house, 1807
Coldwater
Road, immediately
following the Murray-New Orleans
game.
January 11-31
"The Magic Silver Show," a national
competitive show, in photography
sponsored by the photography division
of the Art Department will be held in
the Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center.

90 Years Ago
10 Years Ago
L. C. Winchester, retired school teacher,
was named as Judge Protem of the
Calloway County Court this morning by
Calloway County Judge Hall McCuiston.
Cordis B. Fair died last night at his home
on Sycamore Street.
Miss Anita Flynn was crowned as "Miss
Rainbow of 1966" by Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls at the
meeting held at the Masonic Hall.
Miss Linda Carroll Rillington, daughter
of Senator and Mrs. Owen Billington, was
elected a Constitutional ijage for the 1966
Kentucky Legislature.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Riley and children,
Glen and Jane, of Falls Church, Va., were
the recent guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Carlin Riley and Mrs. Lydia Cain.
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is Week At MSU
THIS WEEK AT MSU
January 7
All residence halls will open at noon.
Distributive Education Clubs of
America (DECA) will meet in the
Faculty Lounge of the College of
Business and Public Affairs at 7 p.m.
January 8
Spring semester registration for
graduate students, juniors and seniors
who did not participate in the advance
registration process is scheduled from 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Building.
An Open House will be held in the
Baptist Student Center, 108 North 15th
Street at 6:30 p.m. All Murray State
students,faculty and staff are invited.
January 8&9
All classification fee payment for
spring semester from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in the Student Union Building.
January 9
Purchase Area 4-H Council meeting
in rooms 205 and 206 in Stewart Stadium
from 8a.m. to 4 p.m.
Registration
for
freshmen,
sophomores and late registrants from 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Building.
January 9-21
The following senior art exhibits will
be on display in the Eagle Gallery of the
Fine Arts Center: Painting and
drawing by Patricia Ann Alvey, from
Reynolds Station; 3-D design by Mary
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Murray has been selected as the site for
the Kentucky State Teen-Age Road-E-0
Contest, according to an announcement by
Maurice F. Crass, Jr., president of the
Murray Jaycees.
George Hart, president of the Rank of
Murray, announced the appointment of
Max W. Beale to the post of teller.
Miss Inez Haile, supervisor in home
economics at Murray Trianing School, will
be the instructor for the leston on "Ways
To Stretch the Family Clothing Dollar" hi
the adult classes starting January lOat the
school.
Births reported include twin boys to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Edmoinson on Decembet
21 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Litchfield on December 21.
- Sugar is advertised at ten pounds for 85
cents in the Kroger ad this week
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - InGuided
dividually
Education (IGE)—a teaching
concept that allows a student to
learn at his own pace—is being
25 Kentucky
in
tested
elementary schools, primarily
under the auspices of Title HI of
the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act.
John Padgett, Kentucky
coordinator of the IGE project
for the Department of
Education, said "IGE is'not a
new teaching concept. The best
of all teaching concepts,such as
team teaching, have been
pulled together and utilized in
IGE." Total commitment is
required of'a.school's staff and
faculty participating in an IGE
program. IGE is a team effort,
said Padgett, and teachers are
involved in the decision-making
process. Padgett is the son of

Mrs. N. A. Lawrence of Hardin as an example a hypothetical be for those students aged eight,
and a graduate of Murray State school of 600 students struc- - nine and 10, while the fourth
University.
tured into four units. Each of unti would be geared to nine-,
the units have 150 students, one 10- and 11-year-olds.
"Educators," added Padgett,
This arrangement allows
clerical aide, one instructional
"agree that students differ in
aide, four teachers and a unit each child to be placed in the
their intellectual capacities."
appropriate group in each
leader.
However, the curriculum in a
The teaching staff works as a subject according to his aptypical classroom is geared for
team, planning learning titude and interests.
the average student, with no
The instructional setting is
programs tailored to fit parleadway for individual learning ticular needs, interests, lear- varied by placing the students
differences. "The bright ning styles and achievements of into small seminar groups,
students become restless and the students.
large lecture groups or through
bored with the work, while the
The units contain a cross- _work on independent projects.
become
students
slow
section of students in the school. The student is also matched to
frustrated because they cannot For example, one unit would the teacher best suited for a
keep up with the majority of the have students aged five, six and specific learning task, Padgett
students in the class," Padgett seven. Another unit would have said. Multi-media materials
said.
seven-, eight- and nine-year-old such as visual aids, sensory
IGE attempts to alleviate students. The third unit would experiences, textbooks and
these problems by working with
the individual learning difTake the Family and Go Saving a
ferences of the students.
In explaining the organization
of an IGE school, Padgett used

trying to prevent capsizing or
falling overboard is "to expect
the unexpected," Shoulders.
said.
"Right now, ice example,
water levels are dropping and
that favorite summer cove
might have become a death trap
because obstacles lying just
above or below the surface
could sink your boat or catapult
you out of it," he said.
To prevent an outing from
turning into a tragedy,
Shoulders said that boaters
should exercise the same good
sense that got them through the
summer without an accident.
"PFD's (life-jackets) should
be worn at all times," he said.
"Carry bailing equipment and
never assume that danger in the
form of a tree limb or some
other solid object isn't lurking
just below the surface simply
because you can't see it."
It's also a good idea,
especially at this time of the
year, to have a companion in
the boat with you, he added.
"Experience tells us that we
are going to have some more'
deaths before the year is over,
simply because someone won't
take the proper precautions.
Carlessness causes accidents,
but it can be avoided."

name only a few,
With more"lames being
added daily, it's easy to see why
the VA needs as much specific
information as possible about a
veteran's service record information as possible about a
veteran's service record so that
his or her claim for benefits can
be processed and completed as
rapidly as possible.
Take heart from one fact,
however. A search of VA's 34
million name file confirmed
that there's only one Santa
Claus.

Rineyville Elementary; Bonnieville Elementary; Buffalo
Magnolia
Elementary;
Elenauitary; Pleasant Ridge
Elementary in Utica; Horse
Branch Elementary; Jackson,
Lincoln
and
Marshall
elementary schools in Fort
Campbell; West Whitesburg
Elementary; R. C. Hinsdale
Elementary in Fort Mitchell;
Charles Russell and Hager
elementary schools in Ashland;
Cawood Elementary; Green
Hills Elementary in Harlan
County; R. G. Eversole and
Walltertown elementary schools
in Hazard; St. Camillus in
Corbin; Millard Elementary
and Millard Junior High in
Pikeville; and C. F. Johnson,
and
Varney
Majestic,
Sycamore elementary schools
In Pike County.

Take the Family and Go Saving of

Take the Family and Go Saving a
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Use Extra Absorbent Pernpers
Ioq extra pr011oc bon

SAVE 32C

Al cum prices aro pod rift dis coons osly.
SAVE EXTRA WITH THIS COUPON
Ws'el'iWe'sYlVes'es`ea`lieWeWs'etWesVaVAN'sWii".'o

Prices Good
Wed.-Sat.

Central Shopping Center

17-Ounce can for the
price of the 14-ounce
size can...

As Seen On TV!

LD DUTCH
E
CLEANS
PRICE
LOW
ROSES

POLYESTER
DOUBLE
KNIT

170

REGULARLY 2.81 YD.

17-oz. (net wt.) of Old Dutch

°isomer for the Wei of the

14-oz size Contains no
phosphorus Elto-Cogredabie

Gots dishes clean and
Is kind to your hands...
fl-FL. OUNCES
Stays up without
binding or cutting...

KNEE-HI HOSE

SWEETHEART"
ISHWASHING
LIQUID
ROSES LOW PRICE

Veterans Should Be Specific
When Dealing With VA Matters
If your last name is Johnson
and you plan to check with the
Veterans Administration about
possible benefits, better be
specific.
The old "name, rank and
military serial number" bit will
come in handy—especially the
serial number—because the VA
has about 203,000 ex-GI's named
Johnson on its rolls. You'll run
into the same sort of problem if
your name is Smith (there are
around 305,000 Smiths in VA
files), or Williams (there are
about 150,000 of them).
That's why the VA urges you
and your dependents to use your
serviceman's serial number
or—if you have had previous
contact with the agency—the
VA "C" number shown in your
return correspondence.
With 34 million veterans
names in VA computer files, the
job of matching an inquiry with
records showing eligibility is
almost impossible unless you
supply the essential basic data.
For example, if Thomas
Brown were to ask the VA about
his eligibility for GI Bill
educational benefits, but
neglected to provide the agency
with his service serial number,
the VA would be faced with
identifying him from among the
2,700 Thomas Browns in VA
files.
Providing first names and
middle initials helps, of course,
but it often isn't enough. VA
points out that 35 per cent of the
vetarnas in its files have the
following given names: John,
Robert, William, James,
Charles, Joseph, Richard,
George, Edward or Thomas. If
your name happened to be
Charles Edward Thomas, for
instance, the computer might
really be confused, since there
are nearly 75,000 Thomases in
Its memory banks.
Veterans will less common
names than Smith, Jones or
nontheless
are
Brown
well represented in the VA's
files, the agency said.
There are approximately
24,100 Sanders, over 27,000
Myers, about 36,000 Rogers.
nearly 47,00(1 Wrights, around
42.000 Murphys and over.23,000
Schmidts in the VA files, to

the student's progress and to
review plans.
According to Padgett, parents
are encouraged to become
Involved in the IGE school.
They take part in planning their
child's curriculum, are utilised
as a resource person and are
often teacher aides and clerical
assistants in the school.
In-service training provided
teachers participating in IGE Is
funded through the state and
federal government. Some
colleges and universities, said
Padgett, have established IGErelated workshops, giving
university credit. Western
Kentucky University and
Morehead State University

os

Boaters Should Take
Precautions In Cold
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov.
Julian Carroll has urged
boaters to be wary of special
hazards which colder weather
brings 44 Kentucky's lakes and
rivers.
"Extra precautions must be
taken now that it's getting
cold," Gov. Carroll said.
"The fatality rate on our
waterways already is higher
than last year—with 157 deaths
as of Oct. 31, compared to 139
for all of 1974. This must be
stemmed."
Lower temperatures account
for some of the problems, said
Doug Shoulders, director of the
division of water enforcement
in the Kentucky Department of
Transportation.
The extra weight of winter
clothing worn by boaters now
could mean disaster for even
good swimmers, he said.
Hypothermia—the lowering
of the body temperature when
exposed to the chilling effect of
cold water—is another danger.
"In a climate as warm as
ours, we don't normally think of
the cold as being a factor. in
safety," Shoulders said, but
hypothermia"can and dots
cause deaths in Kentucky every
year.
One good rule to follow in

demonstration Are Mad to
accommodate individual
learning styles.
Another feature of the IGE
school is the advisor-advisee
program, in which each student
Is matched with a teacher as his
advisor. The teacher remains
the student's advisor until
graduation and shares accountability for the student's
education. The advisors meet
with the students once a week to
discuss academic progress,
career plans, social concern
and personal learning goals.
Then, several times throughout
the school year, the advisor
meets with the student's
parents to keep them posted on

offer IGE-related courses for
credit.
"Not only does an IGE
program make learning interesting to the students," said
Padgett, "it also cuts down
juvenile delinquency. An IGE
curriculum is probably a good
tool to use to prevent juvenile
delinquency."
Nospecial building is needed
to house an IGE school. -IGE is
an attitude of mind," said
Padgett. Any school can
establish an IGE program with
the staff and faculty it presently
has.
Schools participating in the
IGE program are: William H.
in
Natcher
Elementary
Cloverport; Morningside and
Valley View elementary schools
in Elizabethtown; Parkway
Elementary in Radcliff;
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Men's Wear

Girl's Wear

Reduced For
Clearance

Reduced For
aearance

Package of two
bath Ilk.bets...

"

LIFEBUOY
HMO
SOAP
ROSES LOW PRICE

Hospital Report
Pkg of two,5-oz.(net wt.) bath
Illebuoy
bars of
size
deodorant soap Fresh, clean
• scent keeps you smelling
dein.

January 2, 1976
ADULTS 124
NURSERY 2
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Vincent (Mother,
1,
Route
Gennetha),
Dukedom,Tenn.
DISMISSALS
W. L.%Polly, 1524 Oxford,
Murray, Crawford Key, Route
1, Hazel, Clayton Fulton,
Route 3, Box 224, Murray,
Jimmy Dale Smith, Route 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Deborah H. Newell, Route 6,
Box 766, Murray, Graig M.
Hargrove, Route 1, Dexter,
James Hal Blalock, 311 North
10th St., Murray, Mrs. Lana
Jean Watson and Baby Girl,
Route 2, Puryear,Tenn., Mrs.
Libby Conley, Route 3, Box
117A, Murray, Mrs. Verona E.
Jones, Route 1, Dexter, Miss
, Beatrice A. Locke, 732 Nash
Drive, Murray.

For relief of nasal
congestion du* to
colds and hay fever ..

PACKAGE OF 10
Men's Winter Coats
And CPO's Reduced
For Clearance

Dresses
Reduced For Clearance

For complete allday protection.

12-Ounces(Net Wt.)
A

HE COULD PAN
AT AUBURN DAM
AUBURN, Calif. ( AP) - A
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation engineer says the prime contractor for the Auburn Dam
.could recover gold from the
American River bottom during
construction of the multimillion
dollar project.
However,the engineer, Henry
Hansen, says gold would have
to stay at its current high price
to trtake the venture worthwhile.
"The river," he pointed out,
"has been thoroughly worked in
the past"

COLDCAPS
CAPSULES la

Infants Wear
Reduced or
Clearance

8-Track
Tapes And
Stereo Albums

FIVE DAY
ANTIPEPISPIRANT

Dresses
iit2 off

Take the Family and Go Saving at

Take the Family and Go Saving at

Take the Family and Go Saving a
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SPORTS

Is End in Sight For
Top-Ranked Hooisers?

Sports Had Many Changes During 1975
By FRANK H. ECK
AP Newsfeatures
Sports had another exciting
year with golfer Jack Nicklaus
and boxer Muhammad All
making many_ of the headlines.
The Cincinnati Reds walked
away with the National League
baseball pennant with ease and
turned back the Boston Red
Sox in a stirring World Series.
College football featured an
unbeaten Ohio State team that
is returning the the Role Bowl.
In tennis the headline makers
were Jimmy Connors, Arthur
Ache, Chris Evert and Billy
Jean King. College basketball
saw UCLA win its tenth NCAA
crown in 12 years, humbling
team that
Kentucky, the
snapped Illinois' 34-game winning streak.
The Philadelphia Flyers retained the Stanley Cup in the
National Hockey League and
in the WHL, the Houston
Aeros held onto their crown.
The year's highlights follow:

Sir Lancelot of Barvan, is bestin -show at Westminster.
.Forego takes second straight
Widener. Jimmy Connors wins
third straight National indoor
tennis title, beating Vitas
Gerulaitis in five sets. J. C.
Snead' wins San Diego Open.
Benny Parsons captures Daytona 500 stock car race.
Dwight Stones sets world indoor high jump record, 7 feet
5-3/4 inches. Richard Petty
takes Richmond 500. Pat Fitz▪ simons wins Los Angeles Open.
Unbeaten Indiana wins Big Ten
title

MARCH

Watson takes Haw golf- All
stops Ron Lyle in llth round.
Master Derby, 23 to 1, bests
Foolish Pleasure in Preakneas.
Timmy Lobel! takes Realization Pace. Filbert Bayi of
Tanzania runs world record
mile in 3:51.
Kentucky beats Indiana four
games to one for ABA basketball title. Golden State Warriors beat Washington Bullets
four straight for NBA basketball crown. Bobby Unser takes
Richard
500.
Indianapolis
Petty wins World 600 stock,car
race. Gene Littler wins Dann*
Thomas-Memphis Open.
Philadelphia Flyers retain
NHL hockey title, beating Buffalo Sabres 4 games to 2.
wins
Ruffian
Unbeaten
M.other Goose by 13-1/2 lengths
for ninth win . Wisconsin crew
wins third straight IRA regatta.
Rodrigo Valdes stops Ramon
Mendez, retains WBC middleweight title. Rqdolfo Martinez
keeps WBC bantamweight title,
stopping Nestor Jiminez in
seven rounds. Alexis Arguello
stops Rigoberto Riasco in two
rounds, keeps WBA featherweight title. Kathy Whitworth
wins third LPGA golf title.

games at All-Star break. Pirates
lead East-by six. Oakland paces
2 games. Boston
1
AL West by 8/
2.
/
tops East by 41
Suburban.
takes
Forego
Roger Maltbie wins Pleaaegt
Valley Golf Classic. Sandra
Palmer . takes US Women's
Open by four strokes. Restless
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1975: Only A Mediocre Year For Local Sports
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
1975 wasn't the most memorable year ever for local sports.
There were many low points and only a few high points.
The Murray High football program faced a rebuilding year
and did just that, rebuilt into a very respectable team by the
end of the season. The Murray State football team was
respectable before the season and by the time it was over,
wound up in a rebuilding process.
Basketball was definitely a letdown as Murray State
. suffered through its second consecutive losing season and at
one time last wintere Jost eight straight games.
On the bright side, the Murray High Tiger golf team went
-to the State Tournament,the Murray Little League All-Stars
went to the State Tournament and the Murray Pony League
All-Stars won the State Tournament.
But even though it wasn't a highly successful year, we
must remember this: All athletic events are only games.
Many young athletes learned many things over the past year.
And it is far better to win with the mind than it is with the
body.
Here is the review of last year:
JANUARY
3—Wes Furgerson signs football scholarship at Murray
State.
15--Steve Porter signs football scholarship at Tennessee.
18—Frank Jones of Tennessee Tech makes longest shot
ever in the MSU Sports Arena...an 85-foot bomb in Tech's 7468 win over the Racers.
24—James Wells scores 19 points and has 24 rebounds along
with five blocked shots to lead Calloway County past Murray.
High 51-42 before a full housee(n the Sports Arena.
29—Don Clayton drafted by the New England Patriot's.
FEBRUARY
1—Gary Craft and Patmore Chatham set new records'in
track meet for Racers.
3—Oral Roberts defeats Murray 90-79 to hand Racers
eighth consecutive loss.
5—Flip Martin gets contract from New England Patriots.
8—Murray ends eight-game losing skid by edging Eastern
Kentucky 70-69.
11—Ohio Valley Conference tomrnM.ioF Art Guepe
announces his resignation.
21—East Calloway girls and Southwest Calloway boys win
county tournament.
22—Flip Martin goes 6-10 to set new mark in indoor high
jump for Racers.
26—Craig Suiter signs football scholarship at MSU.
MARCH
1—Racer women take third place in KWIC basketball tourney.
7—Murray High girls win District Championship in

Mann's Last-Second
Shot Gives Bulls Win
CHICAGO (AP) — "I don't only hit on one of two free
know how much time I had but I throws to put the Rockets ahead
didn't make a desperation 97-96.
A wild shot by Chicago's
shot," contends Jack Mann of
the Chicago Bulls."I was fading Jerry Sloan was picked up by
away from the basket but I had Mann who tapped in the winning basket.
good control of the ball."
And his shot *as right on It was only the Bulls' ninth
a 10-fnot Victory:of the season, their sixth
target as Marin'
jumper as the final buzzer home triumph against 10 losses.
sounded to give the Bulls a 98-97 For Houston, it was the fourth
victory over the Houston road loss in the Rockets' last six
Rockets in the only game games.
played Monday night in the
National Basketball
Association.
tiy The Associated Press
Moaned Houston Coach John
BOXING
Egan, "Our defense definitely
— Heavyweight
LONDON
quarter.
second
the
in
collapsed
That was when I had put in my fighter Joe Bugner announced
reserves and, to put it in a his retirement from boxing.
TENNIS
nutshell, they let me down.
MONTERREY, Mexico, —
"It is an axiom in the NBA
that a fellow on the bench has to World doubles champions Raul
be ready to play. And when he's Ramirez of Mexico and Brian
not, the starters have to suffer," Gottfried of the United States
he said. "It should not have defeated Texans Cliff Richey
and Sherwood Stewart 6-7, 7-6,
happened, but it did."
though, 6-2 in the $64,000 Serfin Cup
Rockets,
The
maintained a seven-point lead Tennis Tournament.
AUKLAND, New Zealand —
early in the fourth quarter with
nine minutes left in the game. Top-seeded Onny Parun of New
"I have to admit that we did Zealand downed Dominique
not start the game with any Bedel of France 7-6, 7-5 in the
amount of enthusiasm," said first round of an open tennis
Bulls' Coach Dick Motta. tournament.
FOOTBALL
"Psychologically we were dull.
MACOMB, Ill. — Bill
"This was a vety strange
game because we outshot Shanahan was named head
Houston 92-59," he said. "We football coach at Western
had 13 less turnovers and 12 Illinois University, succeeding
more offensive rebounds yet we Brody Westen, who recently
retired to enter private
only won by a point."
And to do it, the Bulls had to business.
HOCKEY
put on a fourth quarter surge
led by Mann and Cliff Pon- ST. LOUIS — Veteran
dexter, who netted 10 and seven defenseman Leo Boivin was
points respectively in the final named coach of the St. Louis
stanza.
Blues of the National Hockey
Mike Newlin and Calvin League, succeeding Lynn
Murphy topixyl Houston with 23 Patrick who had served as
points each while Mickey interim coach following the
Johnson paced Chicago 41416 27. Dec. 14 firing of Garry Young.
Newlin had tied the score at
SOCCIER
96-96 with 39 seconds remaining. NEW YORK — The American
Bob Love then fouled Houston's Soccer League extended the
Rudy Tomjanovich who could contract of former basketball
great Bob Cousy.
GENERAL
- Feature Bout Set
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — Paul
BOSTON (AP) — New S. Jone&132,a well-known tennis
England junior welterweight umpire' died following a
champion Tony Petronelli will lingering illness.
meet Gene Bridges of Chicago DETROIT — Kayo Morgan,a
in a 10-round feature bout at boxer who lost only five times in
Brockton Jan. 24, promoter 400 bouts, died of a heart attack
Sam Silverman said Monday. at the age of 66.

Sports Briefs

1

Need any of these services.

4.Air Freight eFlightTraining
•Air Cargo.Air Ambulance
•:Air TaideAir Charter

Tfiorobred
Flying
Service,Inc.
arra)-cannway County Airport

Contact
Bill Fuller or
Johnny Parker

489-2414-489-2721

basketball.
8—Calloway County records 58-44 win over Murray High
for District basketball title.
10—Tiger girls upset 51-39 in Regional by Ballard
Memorial.
11—Tiger boys eliminated 68-59 to eventual champion
Carlisle-County in Regional basketball tourney.
12—Calloway County rips Wingo 66-43 for first win ever in
Regional tourney.
12—Jesse Williams named to First-Team, Alle:WC.
13—Steve Porter named by Coach and Athlete Magazine as
one of top 100 high school football players in nation.
13—Lakers lose 55-51 to Tilghman and are eliminated from
Regional.
14—Carlisle County whips Tilghman 63-53 in Regional
championship.
19—Mike Sims hurls Murray State baseball team to 3-2 win
over national powerhouse Southern Illinois University.
22—Kevin Caines sets new triple jump record, Flip Martin
breaks his own high jump record.
26—John Siemanowski drives in nine runs as Murray
baseball team romps North Dakota.
30—Randy Oliver pitches Murray to 14-0 win over Brown
and extends his school record string of shutout innings to 16.
Rreds go to 25-1 on season with the win.
APRIL
2—Murray beats Providence_ 9-3 for school record, 22nd
consecutive win.
10—Eddie Williams of Mayfield signs basketball
scholarship at MSU.
12—MSU golfers win Tennessee Tech Invitational.
19—MSU wins OVC western division baseball title.
29—Jame Wells signs with Dayton University.
30—Flip Martin and Lois Holmes reap awards as outstanding athletes at MSU Sports Banquet. Johnny King and
Claude McRaven inducted into Hall of Fame.
MAY
3—MSU defeats Eastern Kentucky for OVC baseball title
and trip to NCAA Playoffs.
8—Tony Thurmond strikes out 19 batters in seven innings
as Mueray High defeats Calloway.
11—Mel Purcell wins Houston Open Tennis Tournament.
12—Murray High golfers win Region Tournament.
14—Marshall County edges Murray 5-2 in District baseball
title game.
16--Flip Martin sets new OVC record in high jump by
clearing 7-0,-2.
18—Jerry and Carolyn Caldwell win Belles and Beaux golf
tourney at Oaks Country' Club.
24—Miami defeats Murray 8-7 to eliminate 'Breds from
NCAA Tournament in Starkville, Miss.

-

29—James Wells selected by Coach and Athlete Magazine
as one of*100 basketball players in nation.
31—Mel Purcell, Jill Austin and Kathy Outland all earn trip
to State Tennis Tournament.
JUNE
4—Lea Larson of Clarksville wins George Hart Golf
Tournament.
5—Jesse Williams invited to try out for Pan American
Games.
5—Beverly Parker gets scholarship to play golf for the
University of Alabama.
10—Doug Cross announces plans to jump over helicopter in
Murray.
21—James Wells scores 12 points in Kentucky-Indiana AllStar Game.
21—Doug Cross narrowly escapes death in fiery crash
while performing in Illinois.
28—James Wells scores 10 points and has 16 rebounds in
second Kentucky-Indiana All-Star Game.
JULY
1—Paul Dietzel becomes new OVC commissioner.
6—Wally Young wins medal play championship at Murray
Country Club.
10—Bob Toon officially resigns as Murray High basketball
coach..
16—kleverly Parker wins Oaks Ladies Invitational.
18—Cary Miller named as new Murray High basketball
coach.
18—Lee Stewart wins junior Black Patch Golf Tournament.
20—Kim Allbritton and Nicky Ryan win Oaks Invitational.
24—Don Shelton accepts job as offensive coordinator for
Reidland's football program.
24—Murray Little League All-Stars defeat Henderson 3-1
behind the pitching of Eddie Rhodes to advance to State
Tournament.
27—Mike Perpich wins Murray Invitational Golf Tournament.
AUGUST
2—Louisville St. Matthews eliminates Murray Little
Leaguers in State Tournament 8-6.
3—Bennie Purcell wins singles title in Murray City Tennis
Tournament.
3—Banditos softball team loses in state finals to Dover.
4—Lucky Strikes softball team wins state title and wins
trip to nationals in Florida.
6—Alan Gibbs throws no-hittes as Murray defeats Paducah
7-0 for Pony League State Tournament title.
8—Brad Taylor throws no-hitter as Murray whips Marshall
County in Southeastern Regional Pony League Tournament.
10—Rex Fraley of Clarksville wins Shrine Golf Tournament,
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INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Topseeded Arthur Ashe will
meet Charles Pasarell in the
first round of a World Championship Tennis tournament
Jan. 12-19.
Ashe, the defending wcr
champion, is seeded just above
Roscoe Tanner, Tom Okker and
Jaime FiUol, seeded second
through fourth, respectively.
Tanner takes on Bob Llitz,
Okker plays Ray Ruffekt and
Fillol
encounters
Frew
McMillan in the first round.
In other opening-round
matches, Alan Stone goes
against Marty Riessen ; Syd
Ball takes on Bob Hewitt; Cliff
Drysdale plays Tom Gorman
and Stan Smith faces Mark Cox

s
Tiger
F
Middle School
Record Pair Of Wins
i .

Host Murray Middle School
started off the new year on the
right foot Monday evening as
• 'they won a pair df contests over
"East Calloway.
In the seventh grade game,
the Tigers posted an easy 42-17
win while in the eighth grade
contest, Murray took a 27-14
decision.
When the two seventh grade
Branch caught 51 passes for
teams met earlier in the year at
touchdowns
893 yards and nine
East, the Lakers defeated the
for the AFC West champion
Tigers 34-32. But it was never a
for
48
grabbed
Gray
Raiders.
contest this time as Murray
926 yards and 11 TDs for the
out to a 10-2 first period
jumped
Cardinals, champions of the
never looked back.
and
lead
NFC East. Odors had 40 catThe Tigers led 19-10 at the
ches for 540 yards for Denver.
intermission and then put the
Bakken connected on 19 of 24
game away in the third period
attempted field goals and
by outscoring East 16-6.
scored 97 points.
For the Tigers, it was the best
On defense, Blount and
offensive and defensive effort of
Krause led their respective
the season. Gary Sims paced
conferences in interceptions. the attack with 14 points. Sims
Blount picked off 11 passes, hit several long shots and had
returning them for 121 yards. five steals in the contest. Todd
Krause had 10 interceptions and
Bradshaw also had a good
201 yards in returns.
Krause and Page anchored a
Minnesota defense that led the
league. Pittsburgh was second
in the AFC on a defense constructed largely around Ham
and Greenwood, whose play
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
'elped overcome.the loss of Joe Eighth-ranked Alabama made
ereene, out for five games some defensive adjustment in
because of a pinched nerve in the second half, with Leon
his neck.
Douglas and Anthony Murray
leading the way, to dump
Kentucky 76-63 in a Monday
night Southeastern Conference
Illopierr I Ciegt
iamb"
basketball game.
My
Aseesiolid Pnra.
Douglas blocked four shots
usT
and swiped the ball once, while
'city Cross 75,Fordharn Sfi
Murray had two blocks, a steal
lusgars 61, Mame'52
Scranton 57, Army 55
and several defensive saves as
MTN
the Crimson Tide held the
4.carotins 51 Yale 42
Ambles 72, Missintippi 66
Wildcats to only 18 second-half
41sps76,Kentucky 63
points.
PosignieTirth46, Arkansas St. 75
LIMit,risei*74
"The key was defensive
SPINA'S'16.Umaasosop 76
switches we made in the second
Arginia 71,DiMilosa61
Valid&71,linglanIW St OS
half. We played a sound game
GardnetWehh1101111.0qatern Shore N
and also made
defensively,
Lab& 1011, W.11.4shielty 100,(7.7
some offensive changes in the
bikain 73,ONC—C111110he n
am*
second half," Barns Coach C
Whine 76, Northwestern 61
N. MC Iowa II
M. newton said.
26, Minnesota 72
Another key, the coach said,
i. batheS7
was the fact that Douglas, who
a cabo st. or
n
N.Las Angeles Loyal,65
wound up with 22 pothis,'had
1111.„ Jacksonville U 13
tniis73, Drake 111
three fouls by the time the 47-all
sernmer
intermission came around, but
*earn Payne $9,E Texas Sr
?s.s.N N,Texas Aid n
got his fourth with only 30
Minaton V,Abilene Christian 64
left to play. He blocked
seconds
St. Mary's, Tea. M.Tex Intherseen
three shots in the second half.
mu 71,SMU 75
sser set
Ten of Douglas' points came
Nlew Mexico SI, Northrke St 73
via his 12 shots from the line,
krizona as,newton St to
Portland St0,MontanaIP •
where Alabama outscored
lb. Ark.U.1111, Bethany 71
1Centucky 264. Ricky Brown hit
N,Mehraskee0Mabs 72
rateMCitivarskle 77,0T
lt
7 oil skits from the line.
ift, Colorado 72
SIN
Neither team could take
BennisMON Poly SLO
tas Angeles St N
.
5
.
...8els.111
„
in the first 20
command
SD
St
Neestana
minutes,and Kentucky gained a
OT
Al'Terre SS. Wymisig 62
51-50 lead early in the second
NuNint
half. But Alabama then scored
91411•01,The °tonsil is
Ilsearlt.Boston U.75
10 straight points to open up a
nwornima
80-51 advantage, and Kentucky
ktheiles in Action-Mast 77, Metronome

Ricord-Shattering Tarkenton
Heads List Of All-Pro Picks

Tourney Scheduled

OCTOBER
2—Thomas Kendall rushes for 279 yards as Murray High
freshman football team romps South Marshall 46-30.
4—Racers get first win of season, defeat Morehead 17-3 in
Homecoming Game.
26—Mike Owen and Nancy Balch win Sigma Benefit Tennis
Tournament.
27—Murray Middle School eighth grade football team
whips Heath 12-0 for undefeated season.
sit:
NOVEMBER
1—Racers stun second-rated Eastern Kentucky 26-7,
ed
7—Lindsey Hudspeth rushes for 291 yards as Murray High
closes football season at 5-5 by ripping Todd County 42-22.
10—Tony Boone and Kenny Adams named to First-Team,
All-WKC.
22—Western Kentucky demolishes Racers 19-0 to close
Murray's season at a 4-5-1 mark.
26—Willie DeLoach and Eddie McFarland bQth named to
All-OVC football team.
DECEMBER
2—Murray High drops basketball opener in Cary Miller's
coaching debut, losing 76-71 to Trigg County.
3—Jesse Williams becomes 13th player in MSU basketballl
history to break 1,000 career-point barrier.
7—Murray High girls' basketball team wins St. Mary
Tournameet.'
9—Tigers lose to Christian County 64-50 in Freedom Hall.
10—Tony Boone signs football scholarship to Murray State.
16—Tony Boone named to Second-Team, All-State.
16—Murray High edges Syrnsonia 65-58 to hand Rough Riders first loss in 11 games.
•
31—Mel Purcell takes second in singles and wins doubles at
Sugar Bowl Tennis Tournament in New Orleans.
eerd
•

'

PORTS

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Recordshattering quarterback Fran
Tarkenton of the Minnesota
Vikings heads the National
Football League All-Pro team
selected by The Associated
Press and announced today.
Joining Tarkenton in the AllPro backfield are runners
Chuck Foreman of Minnesota
and O. J. Simpson of Buffalo.
Speedy Cliff Branch of Oakland
and Mel Gray of St. Louis are
the wide receivers with Denver's Riley (Morns chosen at
tight end.
Up front, the nationwide
panel of sports writers and
broadcasters chose lien Yary of
Minnesota and George Kunz of
Baltimore at the tackles, Joe
DeLarnielleure of Buffalo and
Larry Little of Miami at the
guards and Jim Langer of
Miami at center. Jim Bakken of
St. Louis was picked as the
team's placekicker.
On defense, the 78 AP voters
selected Jack Youngblood of
Los Angeles and Pittsburgh's L.
C. Greenwood at ends with Alan
Page of Minnesota and
Houston's Curley Culp at
tackles. Pittsburgh's Jack Hain
and Washington's Chris Hanburger are the outside
flanking
linebackers,
Philadelphia's Bill Bergey.
Mel Blount of Pittsburgh and
Roger Wehrli of St. Louis are
the cornerbacks with Min-

24—Worthington, Ott., wins Great Lakes American Legion
Baseball Tournament.
SEPTEMBER
4—Jerlene Sullivan wins medal play tourney at Murray
Country Club.
5—Tigers fall 19-14 in opening football game of season at
Reidland.
14—Mel Purcell wins Kentucky State Hardcourt singles
crown.
18—Paul Dietzel announces his resignation as OVC commissioner.
20--Murray State's 11-game winning streak in Stewart
Stadium comes to end in 16-9 lose to Western Carolina in
season opener.
21—Jerry Caldwell wins Inter-City Golf Tournament.
26—Tigers get first win of seas011, 34-9 Homecoming victory over Fulton City.
27—Kevin Klier wins Murray State Invitational Golf
Tournament.

nesota's Paul Krause at free
safety and Ken Houston of
Washington at strong safety.
Tarkenton enjoyed a brilliant
season, directing the Vikings to
their seventh NFC Central
division title in the last eight
years. The veteran quarterback
shattered three of Johnny
Unitas' career passing records,
setting new marks for attempts
5,225, completions 2,931 and
touchdowns 291. The Minnesota
quarterback led all NFC
passers, completing 64.2 per
cent of his attempts and hurling
25 touchdown passes.
His favorite target was
Foreman, who led the NFL with
73 catches, the most ever for a
running back. Foreman also led
the conference with 22 touchdowns and rushed for a club
record 1,070 yards.
Simpson rushed for a leagueleading 1,817 yards and set a
single season record with 23
touchdowns, one more than
Gale Sayers had for the Chicago
Bears in 1965.

Broadcast Division
NEW YORK( AP) —National
Hockey League vice president
Don Ruck has announced the
formation of a new broadcast
division in National Hockey
League Services and the appointment of Carl Meyers to
head it.
Meyers, a native of New
York, has been eastern sales
manager for the TVS independent television network
for the past two years.

Farmed Out
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
Pittsburgh Penguins say the
have sent goalie Gary Irmess
the club's Hershey, Pa., farm
team in the American Hocke\
League.
The National Hockey League
team also said Monday it mould
call up goalie Gordon Lairton to
back up starter Michel Plasse
latess has played in only four
61 21 games this season and has
started only once. The Penguins
said he was returned to the
farm team to get him hack into
shape.

defensive night, Coach Lee
Hook said.
Joel Klein had 13 rebounds for
Murray while Greg Sehanbacher pulled ,off 11. For East,
Sanders was the leading scorer
with nine. The Murray seventh
graders are now 4-3 on the
season.
In the eighth grade game,
Murray employed a zone
defense and East tooklits time
and played a very patient game
on offense. As a result, it was a
very low-scoring game.
At the end of the first period,
Murray led 5-0 and at halftime it
was 13-4 in favor of the Tigers.
The game was decided in the
third period as the Tigers went
on a 1e-2 scoring outbreak to put
the contest in the victory
column.
One of the oddities of the
game is the two leading scorers
this season for both teams were
stopped. Gary Emerson of East
had just two points while center

Wildcats Drop Second
Consecutive SEC Game

College Results

M

Zet

Nicky Swift of the Tigers did not
score.
Swift did pull down 10
rebounds while Bradley Wells
grabbed off 13.
In the scoring department,
Nick Hibbard led the Tigers
with 12 points.
The Murray eighth graders
are now 6-2 on the season.
A big rematch will take place
Thursday when Murray Middle e
hosts North Calloway. The e
seventh grade contest will begin
at 6:30 p.m.
The eighth grade game should
be a barnburner as North
remains undefeated on the
season coming into the Thursday matchup. A large crowd is
expected to be present for the
game.
Seventh Grade
2 8 6 1-17
East
10 9 16 7-42
Murray
East ( 171—Sanders 9, Bynum
4, Stone 4, Kimmerzell,
Weatherford and Marlowe.
Murray (42)—Burnphis 5,
Crittenden 2, Klein 8, Schenbacher 7,Sims 14 and Bradshaw

6.

Eighth Grade
0 4 2 8-14
East
5 8 10 4-27
could get to within only five Murray
East(14)—Colson 1, Smith 1,
points at one time after that.
Douglas, Brown and Reginald Barnett 4, E. Kirks 4, Emerson
King grabbed 10 rebounds 2 and Cook 2.
Murray (27)—Hibbard 12,
apiece. Alabama cleared the
boards 45 times to 36 for the Daniel 8, B. Wells -3, Rollins 4,
Wildcats, who dropped to 5-5 Bogard 3 and Swift.
over-all and 0-2 in the SEC.

IS SLEEPING SICKNESS
STILL AROUND?
Yes it It according to public health officials who are
worried that outbreaks of encephalitis could be
spreading. Encephalitis is a mosquito-borne virus. Its
symptoms include headaches, lethargy. dirriness, stiff
neck, nausea and fever. In Is most virulent form it
attacks the brain and may produce coma and possibly
death.
Though the symptoms of the virus have been pinned
down,there is no specific treatment or vaccine. Health
authorities still consider the best protection to be a
strong mosquito control program. Do not hesitate to
consult • doctor if the symptoms of encephalitis are
present.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sunday
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Wick
3 Registered Full Time Pharmaci cis

753-1340
Clinic Pharmacy

a

Tommy Ciarisp, R.Pli.
Darald Renee,

Steve Cseeptsw,
Murray,Ky. 42071

104 N. 5th
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Coleman To Consider Many Factors Pentagon Anti-Busing Demonstrators Plan
Will
Fire
e
Jet
On
Concord
Decision
Making
In
Protest March On State Capitol
Be Probed

1

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Transportation Secretary
William T. Colemap Jr. says
he will consider economic and
diplomatic factors, in addition
to environmental values, in
deciding whether to allow the
Concorde supersonic jet to
land at two U.S. airports.
Coleman promised a quick
decision during a public
hearing Monday, where
supporters of the Concorde
said the 1,400-mile-per-hour
jet was a giant step forward
while the plane's opponents
said it was a harbinger of
ecological diFaster.
The plane is being pushed by
its British and French
sponsors, and officials of both
countries contended Monday
that their plane not only meets
all applicable U.S. standards
but that the environmental
hazards have been grossly
exaggerated by opponents.
They also sounded a veiled
warning that any decision
prohibiting the Concorde from
landings in the United States
could bring unspecified
repercussions to the United
States.
-A negative decision on the
question of Concorde service
to the United States undoubtedly would have political
consequences in both France
and the United Kingdami'lthe
governments said.
Both nations acknowledged
their plane was noisier than
existing subsonic jets but
noted the application for
Concorde service was limited
to two round trips per day to
New York's Kennedy Airport
and one round trip per day to
Washington's Dulles International Airport.
The two nations said the

simultaneous and cumulative 'number of cases of nonfatal
skin cancer in the United
impact of the subsonic jet
States each year. The
operation "greatly outweighs
department predicted this
the effect of the limited
would occur because the highof „ Concorde
number
flying plane's exhaust would
operations. A U.S. ban on the
deplete the ozone layer and
Concorde, in the face of the
thereby increase the amount
greater over-all impact of the
of potentially cancer causing
subsonics, would be widely
as
ultra-violet rays reaching the
abroad
regarded
disand
earth's surface. There are
inequitable
now about 250,000 cases of
criminatory."
nonfatal skin cancer each
Several groups opposed the
year.
applications of Air France and
British Airways to use the
Concorde on certain transatlantic flights, but the
strongest blow to the hopes of
the plane's manufacturers
January 4, 1976
came from the Environmental
Protection Agency.
ADULTS 121
Assistant EPA AdminNURSERY 6
Roger Strelow
istrator
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
said the EPA opposes allowing
Baby Boy Duke ( mother
Concorde into either airport,
Sarah I, Rt. 2, Hazel, Baby Boy
saying, "Introduction of
Carroll (mother Glenda), Rt.
service runs
Concorde
3-Bx 50, Murray.
directly counter to the noise
DISMISSALS
other
and
abatement
Miss Cynthia E. Ashby, 804
environmental policies and
Minerva, Murray, Philip
programs of the United
Thurman, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
States."
Norinne Winter, 805 N. 16th.,
opponents cdhMost
Murray, Mrs. Nancy B.
centrated their opposition on
Lovett, Rt. 1-Bx 408, Murray,
the noise made by the deltaWill S. Rogers, 907 Meadow
winged plane on takeoff and
Lane, Murray, Miss Melinda
landing, but others attacked
A. Brawley, Box 122, Hazel,
the jet for its potential impact
Miss Debbie Paschall, Box
on the earth's protective ozone
223, Puryear, Tn., Miss
Margaret D. Gray, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Maria A. Tidwell,
The Department of TranRt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Beverly
sportation said last year in an
K. Cooper and Baby Girl, Rt.
environmental impact
131, Mayfield, Leighton
7-Bx
Concorde
statement that the
H. Purdom, Rt. 6, Murray,
would sound twice as loud to
John G. McCown, New Conpersons under its flight path
Mrs. Erie 0. Ellis, 1606
cord,
near airports as conventional
Ave., Murray, Ivan
Calloway
Jets.
1662 Ryan Ave.,
Rudolph,
M.
It also said the plane could
Lilburn Paschall, Rt.
Murray,
than
less
of
increase
an
cause
1, Hazel.
one-tenth of 1 per cent in the
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Government inspectors will
probe a fire at the Pentagon
that burned for an hour only 50
feet from the sprawling
building's military nerve
center.
There was no known cause
blaze, which
the
for
began
said
spokesmen
Monday evening outside a
second-floor cafeteria in a
stack of boxes that contained
plastic-covered chairs.
Security police said several
persons were treated for
smoke inhalation and that one
fire fighter suffered burns on
his hands.
The fire broke out shortly
before 8 p.m. and was contained in the cafeteria area.
None of the personnel in the
National Military Command
Center, also on the second
floor of the building, were
evacuated as firemen from
suburban Arlington .County,
Va., put out the flames. Work
at the command center
inwithout
continued
terruption, spokesmen said.
The blaze was extinguished
an hour later. No estimate of
damages , was immediately
available, but spokesmen said
there was extensive heat and
smoke damage, though no
major part of the Pentagon
was affected. Smoke wafted
through the building's ventilation system and damage
extended to the fifth floor,
officials said.
The cafeteria had been
closed for remodling at the
time of the blaze.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — About 1,999 schools opened under a desegregation plan
antibusing demonstrators planned to mar- last fall.
ch on the State C,apitor today to protest
That plan, drawn up by U.S. District
court ordered busing for integration oL Court Judge James F. Gordon, required
- _
Louisville-area schools.
more than 22,000 pipits to be bused.
The march and demonstratien at the
"They say they're going to have 10,000 to
Capitol Building were scheduled to coin- 15,000 people, but that's their estimate,"
cide with the opening of the 1876 General Burch said. "If they have 1,000 I will be
Assembly, but it is unlikely many surprised."
legislators will be around by the time the
The parade is scheduled to begin at a
protestors arrive.
motel on a hill about a mile from the
The House and Senate convene at noon. Capitol Building.
The march isn't scheduled to start until
"We have extra police called in and state
6:30 p.m.
police will work with us too," the mayor
Frankfort Mayor Jim Burch, confronted said.
with the problem only moments after
Asst. Frankfort Police Chief Doug Clark
being sworn in Monday,said the marchers said officers would be called in on overhad been granted a parade permit and that time to . oversee the march and demonextra police will be on duty to oversee the stration and to insure that they are
demonstration.
peaceful.
Burch said he expected the demon"We are definitely going to have beefed
stration to end by 9 p.m.
up security," he said.
"As long as it's orderly, I think it's
It will be the third busing demonstration
okay," Burch said. "I think everybody has in Frankfort since the desegregation last
a right to express themselves as long as September of schools in Jefferson County.
there isn't any trouble and we don't expect
One demonstration was by a
any because we don't have that problem
predominantly black pro-busing group, on
here."
the front steps of the capitol. Another, inHe said Frankfort's two high schools are side the building, was staged by some 200
adequately integrated and have been for women who sat down in the office of Gov.
nearly two decades.
JuliaOirroll.
The antibusing demonstrators plan to
A - spokesman in Louisville for the
arrive late in the afternoon in a car National Association to Restore and
caravan from Louisville, where court or- Preserve Our Freedom said the demondered busing sparked violence after stration was planned for late in the af-
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Party Caucuses Held Preceding
Opening Of State Legislature
House and Senate rules committees.
On the eve of the session, Democratic
leaders in both the House and Senate
reiterated pledges to push for open rules
committee meetings this session.
Republicans in both chambers supported open rules committee meetings in
1974 but were outvoted by Democrats.
The new House majority leader, Rep.
Bobby Richardson, 15-Glasgow, said
Monday that House Democrats probably
would vote at today's caucus "on the
concept" of opening the House Rules
Committee.
The new Senate president pro tern, Sen.
Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove, said the
Senate Democrats would take the matter
up in a caucus later this week.
Signs of the approaching session were
plentiful Monday around the capital city.
State senators and representatives

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Party
caucuses were scheduled early today,
preceding the opening of the 1976 General
Assembly.
After convening at noon, the House and
Senate were expected to meet for a short
time,take care of formalities, and adjourn
until Wednesday.
Gov. Julian Carroll will not give his
State of the Commonwealth address until a
joint session of the legislature Wednesday
evening.
So the main business today was to take
place in the caucuses.
Among other things, the caucuses
confirm party leaders chosen five weeks
ago at a prelegislative session at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.
They also consider some internal
matters, such as whether the legislators
will back open or closed meetings of the

began drifting into town.
Parking problems got worse, and it was
difficult to get a taxi.
And lobbyists began to register —
almost 50 the first day.
They were cautioned by the new
Franklin County commonwealth's attorney, Ray Corns, about state statutes
concerning them and their employers.
"To be forewarned is to be forearmed,"
Corns said. "So be it."
First to register in the attorney
general's office was Sharon Smith of
Louisville, representing the Kentucky
Nurses Association.
Lexington Mayor Foster Pettit also
signed up, as a representative of both the
Lexington-Fayette County urban county
government and the Kentucky Municipal
League.

Unsuccessful Filipino Hijackers Interrogated
MANILA, The Philippines
(AP) — Military authorities
today were interrogating two
Filipinos who tried unsuccessfully to get free
passage to Japan aboard a
hijacked Japanese jetliner
with 219 persons aboard.
officials
Government
refused to disclose the identities of the two men who
surrendered early today after
a siege of nearly 12 hours at
the Manila airport. But a
Japanese diplomat who took
part in the negotiations said
they were brothers, 18 and 24
years old, and that the older
one had an airport identification card.
The purser of the plane told
newsmen the hijackers said
they wanted to study in Japan.
Filipino military sources
said the hijackers demanded
anonymity as part of their
price for giving up. Officials of
Japan Air Lines said they also
"special
demanded
forgiveness and pardon" and
"better living conditions."
The JAL DC8 took off today

for Osaka and Tokyo more
than 22 hours behind schedule.
A spokesman said 213
passengers and crew members left with the plane, but six
passengers who were aboard
Monday did not make the trip.
He did not explain why.
The plane had come from
Bangkok Monday. The two
men seized control of it as it
was parked on the runway

ACROSS
1 Begin
8 Tiny
11 Shelter
12 Heed
14 Sea eagle
15 Opted
17 Compass
point
18 Tattered
cloth
19 Jackets
20 Man $ name
21 Above
22 Moroccans
23 Beverage
24 Manuscript
(abbr 1
25 Slave
28 Mountain
lakes
27 Rodents
28 Edible
rootstock
29 Baskets
31 Hairless
32 Symbol for.
iron
34 Epic poetry
35 Cisterns
38 Note of
scale
37 In music,
high
38 Tingled
masses
39 Click beotte
40 Artificial
language
41 Cast island
42 Body of
water
43 Facial expressions
45 Mistakes
• — -41- ret.t.C4/41.
46 Prophets

DETROIT
—
(AP)
Domestic car sales continued
their upswing in midDecember, leaping 30 per cent
above dismal year-earlier
levels to brighten industry
hopes for a strong performance in 1976.
It was the eighth straight 10day period in which sales
topped year-earlier levels.
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,
about 50 feet from the airport
terminal, shortly before it was
scheduled to take off for
Japan. The hijackers did not
have boarding passes or
tickets, but it was believed
that they got aboard by using
airport identity cards.
One passenger said the
hijackers had a revolver, and
plastic explosives tied around
their waists, but no one was

of
hours
hurt.
After
negotiations, the hijackers
freed the passengers and
exchanged the plane's eight
stewardesses in exchange for
Japanese Consul Tamotsu
Furuta and the JAL manager
in Manila,Sakae Seike.
The men held these two and
12 male crew members until
they gave up.

Domestic Auto Sales
Continue On Upswing

Crossword Puzzler
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ternoon "to give all working people a chance to participate."
The spokesman said one group will
gather on Preston Highway near
Louisville's outer loop, then drive to
Frankfort where it will join other demonstrators at the hotel.
Preston Highway has been a hotbed of
antibusing trouble, and tear gas has been
used several times to tweak up unruly
crowds that congregated near schools on
that thoroughfare.
John Nichols, Carroll's press secretary,
said the governor has no plans to speak to
the demonstrators, but that he hasn't been
asked to address the group.
"I would say simply at this point that we
haven't received a request and it is highly
likely the governor would talk to them,"
Nichols said."We have told them we'll do
everything to make their time here as
comfortable as possible."
Nichols said the antibusing demonstration has nothing to do with the fact that
Carroll does not plan to address a joint
session of the legislature tonight, according to tradition.
Carroll plans to make his State of the
Commonwealth speech to a joint session
Wednesday night.
Nichols said many radio and television
stations planned to broadcast basketball
games tonight and that the governor considered that in deciding to speak Wednesday.
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Industry's worst for a midand it prompted company
December in 15 years, with
executives to reiterate
the exception of 1970, when
forecasts of a healthy new
sales were depressed by a
year for car sales.
lengthy nationwide strike at
U.S. auto
The four
GM. The industry blamed the
companies, which resumed
poor performance on price
business after a 10-day holiday
increases and a worsening
shutdown, reported Monday
recession.
that car sales in the Dec. 11-20
The domestic companies
period totaled 189,826, up from
sold 209,418 cars in the first 10
146,195 the year before, when
days of last month, a 43 per
the industry was in the midst
cent jump from 1974, to give
of a recession.
them their best early
"There no longer can be any
December in six years.
doubt about the recovery, of
After hitting bottom early
our business," said William P.
last winter, car sales showed
Benton, a vice president of
slow but steady improvement
Ford Motor Co. "Our sales
during 1975. With the
momentum is growing and our
introduction of the new models
dealers are entering 1976 with
In the fall, sales began to top
confidence that our sales pace
anemic year-earlier levels by
will continue to strengthen."
wide margins, partly because
American Motors Corp.
of an accelerated market
sales were up 43 per cent,
recovery and partly because
Ford deliveries rose 42 per
sales in the fall of 1974 were so
cent and Chrysler Corp. sales
weak.
jumped 41 per cent. General
Despite the yearend pickup,
Motors, the largest of the
1975 domestic car sales
firms, reported a 21 per cent
through Dec. 20 were 6,850,103,
gain.
down 6 per cent from a poor
GM said its sales gain
7,295,756 in 1974. GM, hardest
trailed the rest of the industry
hit in 1974, was up sevenbecause it had an unusually
tenths of a per cent, while
strong performance in midAMC was off 4 per cent, Ford
December 1974 and thus a
off 11 per cent and Chrysler
harder target to surpass in
down 18 per cent.
1975.
Domestic car sales for all of
the
sharp
Despite
1975 are expected to be the
industrywide gain over midpoorest since 1962. The U.S.
December 1974, the selling
companies and 21 importers
pace still lagged 6 per cent -- report their year
end sales
behind the tempo of midfigures on Wednesday.
December 1973, when fuel
_ shortages had just begun to
GAS IS CULPRIT
- —plunge'-Me:companies into
The domestic natural gas
their worst slump since the
supply situation, serious and
Great Depression. The tempo
worsening, is a prime culprit
In boosting United States dealso was off 26 per cent from
pendence on foreign petroie...
the period record set in 1972.
um exporters.
The 1974 rate was the
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2. Notice

WE LOOK into your needs
as well 'as at them.
NEEDLINE,753-6333.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
Lay ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice
I AM not responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Claude L. Fage,
Route 4, Murray.

If You
---Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-4952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency.. .
753-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive Care...
753-4622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line;.. 753-NEED
laarn to Read 753-2218

Social Concerns
Committee and The Ledger
Times

January
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King's Den
3 Card Of Thanks
WE, AS a family would like
to take this opportunity to
thank everyone for their
kindness and thoughtful
consideration expressed
to us at the death of our
loved one, M. V. Boggess.
Thanks to all for the many
floral arrangements and
for all the food brought to
the home. Thanks to the
Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Brother Hargis
and Brother Hicks.Apse a special thanks to the
singers from Union Grove
Church of Christ. The
family of M. V. Boggess

5. lost And Found
LOST LARGE orange
striped Tabby cat with
brown leather collar.
Missing in Woods Hall. If
found call 753-5173.
Reward offered.
FOUND BLACK Male
puppy. Six months old
wearing beige colored
collar with metal studs.
Mixed breed. Found in
the 1600 block of W. Main.
Owner contact 753-8684.
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WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call
753-0034 between 6 and 7 p.
m.

WANTED
Lady between the ages
of 25 and 45 years with
personality
pleasant
that needs to work.
Full or
Port-time
Will pay minimum
wage.

Write
, P.0. Box 324
WANT SENIOR Citizen for
light housekeeping and
child care. Must have own
transportation.
Possibility of living in.
Call 753-7913.

Wanted
Cook
morning shift
*Must be able t
k vegetable
pies.
Contact in person...
0
1

David Lyons

Redys
Court Square

16 Home Furnishings

27. Monde Home Sales

ALMOST NEW appliances.
Must sell. Call 753-7878.

1971 TOWNHOUSE 12 x 70
furnished or unfurnished.
$4,500.
Furnished
Unfurnished $4,000. Call
354-6231.

17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
_Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 4434226.

29.

15. Articles For Sale
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil, tung
oil, furniture cleaner and
refinisher. Murray
Lumber Company.

ALUMINUM WINDOW
frame complete with
glass window and screen.
x 32 and 68 x 21. Call
68
$100.00 REWARD for
436-5679.
carat
2
1
return of /
diamond ring and wedTREADLE SEWING
ding band. Lost in or near
machine, black and white
Big K. Call 767-4177.
T.V. Call 753-8243.

GOOD HOME AND PAY in
light
for
exchange
housework. Call 753-1634.

THE OATTERIES WERE EXTRAIPMR.
PRESIDENT."

USED FURNITURE and
and
clothing
miscellaneous. Cheap.301
South 6th Street.

FOR SALE 8' Tufline wheel 12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM
disc in excellent contrailer, $125 00 per month,
dition. Call 753-2913.
plus $50.00 deposit. Water
and garbage pickup
Equipment
20 Sports
furnished. 913 Sycamore.
REMINGTON MODEL Couple or two boys.
1100 shotgun, 3" magnum
BEDROOM
TWO
with extra 23" modified
TRAILER, central heat,
barrel. Call after 5, 7532 miles out 121 South.
1
4/
2316.
Phone 753-79411.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
all
boat. 85 Mercury Locator, SMALL TWO bedroom
month.
per
$55.00
electric,
power
motor,
trolling
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753- Call 489-2595.
3226 after 4.
two
NEW
THREE
NORTHWESTERN GOLF bedroom, all eleetric
Clubs, one complete set central heat and air,large
and bag. Graphit Driver. lots, 3it miles from
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel Murray. Roberts Estate
grain bed farm trailer. 2 Subdivision. $120 per
bicycles 26" - 10 speed. month. Phone 753.7381 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. or 753-3754
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
after 5p.m.

22 Musical
NEW BASE guitar and
amplifier. $160. Call 7539971.
ELECTROPHONIC
STEREO, BSR turntable,
8 track player-recorder, 2
air suspension speakers.
Call 753-8277.

ELECTRIC GUITAR
custom made. Treni
SIDING, Lopez model. Double pick
ALCOA
Aluminum Service Co.
up, hollow body. Call after
•
Call 492-8647.
5 p.m.753,5899.

SUPER STUFF, sure nut!
That's Blue Lustre for
cleaning carpets. Rent
electric shampooer, $1.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale Ben Dyer 753E111

OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 4364315, if no answer
call 753-4808.

TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
733-0870,

Home FurfiishingT
GREEN FAIRFIEI.D
couch for formal living
room, used once. Call 7537728, 1518 Cantebury
Drive

24. Miscellaneous

TRAILER FOR rent near
downtown and University. Two bedroom. Call
753-8138
12 z 50 T'Alfi BEDROOM
and 12 x 60 three bedroom
all electric mobile homes.
Very recent models. Fully
furnished. Call 767-4055
after 6 p rn. or 7534835
anytime
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753-3855.

32. Apartmei • f or Rent
MURRAY MANOR for rent
1 bedroom for persons
over 62. Rent based on
Income, must be under
$4,100 per year. Rent
would be between 814.00-,
860.00 per month. Call 7538668.

r OR SALE MAJESTIC
woodburning fireplaces. MURRAY
MANOR
Aluminum Service Co.
AparUnentsoone or two
Cell 492-8647.
bedroom, unfurnished,
and
stove
except
refrigerator, water bill
paid Central heat and air
USED BLACK and white
.
conditioning. call 753
TV. wood cabinet. Call
0668
753-4367.

; P,

NICE TWO BEDROOM THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spells
unfurnished duplex.
Realty are waiting to talk
- Available immediately.
to you regarding your real
$160.00 month. Prefer
estate needs. Our time is
married couple. Call 753your time. Give us a call
3493. or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753FURNISHED APART7724.
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zinunerman
Apartments, South 16th NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
Street. 753-6609.
641. Estate of Alfred
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Keys. Phone 753.6162.
apartment, heat and
water furnished. Call 753- ROBERTS REALTY
9539 after 6:30 p.m.
located on South 12th at
has five
Sycamore
SMALL APARTMENT for
licensed and bonded sales
rent, furnished. 300
personnel to serve you
Woodlawn.
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
For Rent
come by our office. We
Nice furnished apartlike to talk REAL
ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
ESTATE.
college girls. Close to
campus. Moo* 753-3165
DUE TO RECENT sales
days or 753-5108 after 6
we need listings! We have
p.m.
clients wanting ( 1) three
bedrooms with dining
area (2) good tillable
For Rent
acreage north of city. Call
Nice furnished place
now Wilson Real Estate,
753-3263 or come by 206
for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
South 4th-across from
quarters. Phone 753post office.
5865 days or 753-5108
$19,500 BUYS this neat 2
after 6 p. m.
bedroom home with
stained wood siding,
FURNISHED APARTcentral gas heat, shag
MENT, all utilities paid,
by
carpet, interior
no pets. $125.00 per
For more
Edwards.
month. Call 753-7915.
details call 753-8080.
Boyd-Majors Real Estate,
34. Houses For Rent
105N. 12th.
TWO
FURNISHED
bedroom house for rent. VERY NICE 3 bedroom
brick home on wooded lot
*Prefer married couple,
at 801 Sunny Lane, carwould accept 1 small
peted, range, dishwasher,
child, no pets. Deposit
refrigerator, drapes, a
required. Call Mell
home well worth the
Evans, after 4 p. m., 753asking price of $25,500.
8192.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th,753-3597.
FARM HOUSE AT city
limits. Responsible
person. References. Call 161
2 ACRES OF flat tillable
/
land on Highway 1828
492-8452.
( Midway Road). Call 75336 For Rent 0- tease
7166.

WANTED 4 persons to do
public relations and
advertising work, exKIR.BY VACUUM Sales
cellent pay scales. Good
and Service, 500 Maple
working condition and'
1972 12x 70 TWO bedroom,
Street. New and rebuilt
fringe benefits. For
bath and half, carpeted.
24
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
753-8045 after 6p. m.
confidential interview
Call
Hour answering service.
call 753-2654 between 10
and 5. Ask for J. C. 19 Farm Equipment
MOBILE HOME and lot.
Bynum.
1974 Atlantic 12 x 65,
1105 M F. TRACTOR, 380
carpeted, central air,
hours, 11 ft. tuishog,
MEN OR WOMEN to do
underpinned, furnished,
chisel. 18' 520 disc.
public relations work.
many extras, must see,
$13,500. Two 1967 300M. F.
Respected position adgreat buy at $10,500. Over
combines, one with cab, $12,000 invested. 3 and •
vancement possibilities,
one without. Two 222 corn
old established firm. Must
three-tenths miles from
headers, one 13' grain
be neat and at least 21
Murray. Near East
header. Both combines
years of age. Provide own
Elementary. Call 753have rasp bar cylinders.
transportation Unlimited
6809. Leaving town, must
$7,000 for both. High
income for right person.
sell.
clearance 165 M. F.
Call 753-2654 for apdiesel. Four 14" breaking 1970 THREE bedroom
pointment for interview.
plows. $2,800. Call 489-2261
Elcona trailer. Call 753or 489-2110.
8 Storage Buildings
0171.
-BUY THE best for less. TWO 1967 FORD tilt cab
NICE FOUR BEDROOM
Custom Built Portable
diesel grain trucks. 11
2
/
fully carpeted, 12 x 60
Buildings,„
: year old Omaha 16'-beds,
mobile home on 1 acre lot
Cemetery Road. Call 753-i. metal grain
sides. $4,500
Coldwater, Ky. Call BEAUTY SHOP OR booth
near
0984.
for both. No hoist. One
for rent in Riviera Cts.
435-4591.
1967 800 Ford Tilt cab, air
Call 753-0757, or 753-8116.
brakes, 3 years old. 16' 18 Heating & Cooling
Midwest bed, metal sides.
WOULD LIKE to buy
NEW CARS, day, week,
No hoist. $3200. Call 489- FOR SALE 110 Volt 10,000
fencing masks. Jackets
month to qualify drivers.
conditioner,
air
BTU
2110
or
489-2261.
753-8838.
and foils. Call
Taylor Motors, 4th and
$50.00. Phone 753-9757
Poplar. Call 753-1372.
after 6 p. m.
DOG HOUSE. Call 753-7495 HEAVY DUTY steel cattle
436-5679
Call
gate.
chute
after 5:00.
Mobile Home Rentai, 38 Pets Supplies

LOST BLUE denim purse,
please call 753-3459.

6 Help Wanted

)2. Apartments For Rent

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products
Call 753-5550.

MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
FOUND SIX month old
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
puppy. Part Collie,
Bel Air Shopping Center.
brown, black and white
Found December 17 on SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
South 4th. Was hit by a
,
LINK fence with 1% 0. D.
2 0. D. top
/
tar, being cared for by
line post, 11
Humane Society. Call 753rail, and tie wires. 79
5763.
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For all
LOST BLACK COW. Lost
your fencing needs call
near Midway. Call 753444-6865 A. A. A. Fence
2539.
Supply,Paducah,Ky.

FOUND WALLET in front
of Say-Rite, Friday
evening. Call 753-7231.

Another View,

1

46 Homes For Sale

49 Used Cars & Trucks

51 SeruiceS Offered

1975 GRAND PRIX,
loaded,clean,good shape.
Will wholesale. Call 7537695.

ROY HARMON'S CARSHOP.
PENTER
Professionals. Building,
repairing,
remodeling,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern MOBILE HOMES unfacilities. Every Wedderpinned. Your choice of
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
color and materials, Call
sharp. Easy to get to. One
753.1873 after 5 p. m. or
hour from Chicago and
weekends.
next to expressway and
RoCkford Airport. Fly in
or drive in. Come to WILL DO SEWING for
Greater Rockford for
public. Call 753-2204 after
friendly treatment and
4 p. m.
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. Jim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262. LAKELAND CONThis is a dealers auction.
STRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
1967 FORD station wagon.
South and 94 South to New
In perfect running conConcord. Gravel, white
dition. Call 7534390.
top soil
rock and
anywhere. Call
delivered
THREE BUICKS, two 1966
Ross, 436-2505, open 7and one 1965. 'Good
days a week.
bargain. Two axles and
virels. Call 753.7143.
1989 FORD 2 ton truck with
15' grain bed and twin
hoist. Good condition. Call
753-5612.

WILL DO Baby sitting in
Murray at my home. For
more information call 43$4521.

1950 WILLY'S JEEP C.-13-A
mechanically in good
condition; also, 14' John
2 h. p. Johnson
1
Boat, 9/
motor and trailer, in
excellent condition. Call
489-2553 after 6:30 p. m.

NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

1974 IMPALA loaded,
excellent automobile.
$2,7e5. Call 753-9799.
1973 GRAND PRIX, power
and air, bucket seats,
factory tape. $2,800.
Sharp. Call 753-7975.
1972 SKYLARK CUSTOM
Buick, 350 cubic inch
engine, power steering,
power disc brakes, air
conditioning, automatic,
white bucket seats, 2 door
hardtop, excellent condition. Call 753-8288 after
4:00p.m.

PLUMBING OR ELECTRIC, odd jobs we like.
All work guaranteed to
please. Call James
Burkeen. 474-2257.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and enclosures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647.

IS YOUR
MINES FOR SALE?
FOR fma MUM
SERVICE CALL 411-1930

or 4114021

BYERFINDER
SYSTEM
Sikeston, Mo.

1972 OLDS Cutlass vinyl
top, all power, turbohydramatic, air. Best
offer over $1,700. Call 7538354.

3
DELIGHTFUL
BEDROOM Brick, large
rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot. 1971 JEEP CJ5, 225. V-6,
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 7538,000 pound PTO winch.
0690
High flotation tires. Call
365-3608.
FOR SALE by owner,
THE POODLE SHOP.
Three-bedroom brick 1972 FORD good condition.
Professional grooming,
home. Double Garage,
Leaving town, must sell.
all breeds, Pine Point
large fenced-in back
Call 753-7878.
Estates. Phone 901-642yard. Concrete drive.
8977.
Fully carpeted, range,
1971 ititD PICKUP. 1971
dishwasher, refrigerator,
Chevy pickup. Call 474DOG KENNELS pre-built
disposal. Electric heat
2337.
and can be erected in 15
and air. Nice neighminutes. 8x 16 x 7, and 5 x
borhood. Call David Hill,
14 x 6. For all your fencing
753-9562, 753-8917, 753- 1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
needs. Call 444-6865, A. A.
cylinder, automatic, 1975
7380, or 753-1918.
A.
Fence
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
Supply,
Paducah,Ky.
BY OWNER, large 3
1965 CHEVELLE. Call 436bedroom brick home at
IRISH SETTER stud. AKC
2425.
1302
Two
Kirkwood.
registered. Call 4374620.
baths, family room with
1968 FORD CORTINO, 4
fireplace, utility room,
REGISTERED GERMAN
speed, 4 cylinders, easy
central heat and air, 2 car
Shepherd puppies. 4
on gas. Call 7534277.
x
10
with
carport,
patio
60
females. Call 753-0476.
gas grill. Also brick utility 1969 FORD
GALAXIE XL
building with 2 car carGERMAN SHEPHARDS,
62,000, automatic with air
port. Call 753-0646, for
Irish Setters, Boxers, one
and power, new exhaust.
appointment.
female Old English Sheep
$750. Call 753-4616.
dogs, All AKC registered.
FOUR BEDROOM brick
Call 753-6488.
1968 WHITE Volkswagon,
with full size basement. 2
one car owner. Has 33,000
SELLING OUT. I am
acres. Call 753-0084 for
actual miles. $1,000. See
kennel
entire
information.
my
selling
at 804 Broad Ext.
of nice AKC registered
dogs. I have the following BY CVWNERP, 3 bedroom
1919 FIREBIRD silver with
breeders. Two beautiful
brick near Stella on 1 acre
black vinyl top, mag
silver Pekingese show
wooded lot with 30 x 30
wheels and tape player.
dogs with petegrees, 4
shop. Call 753-7785.
$850. Call 435-4383.
more beautiful pekingese,
toy THREE BEDROOM home,
nice
very
4
Pomeraimns, 3 toy
20 acres of land. Located 1968 BUICK 4 door, 1968
Poodles. Also have some
Pontiac Catalina, 2 door
about 5 miles east of
beautiful puppies. Phone
hardtop, 1968 Pontiac
near
Fairdealing,
after 7 p. m. Murray,753Grand Prix, 2 door harJonathan Creek, off Highdtop. 1967 Olds Cutless.
4469.
way 68. Call 527-9756.
All extra good. Call 43641 Pub,rc Sales
THREE BEDROOM brick
2427.
house, large corner lot,
MOVING SALE, all things
1974-B1111
.
ft
carport, new gutters, all .
, ti
:
‘
. power
must go. Starts Monday.
woodwork
s eo and
outside
a in
Route 1, Box 175, Kirksey.
covered with aluminum.
Is. Call
Call 489-2330
7 Ifir
Located Highway 121 and
1836 in Coldwater. Call
489-2145.
1973 HORNET SPORTABOUT, 6 cylinder,
START THE New Year 41 Motorcycles
power steering, air,
with some land of your
woodgrain side. One
own near Kentucky Lake. 1171 C83511 HONDA. Must
owner. Call 753-9349.
go.$400.00. Call 753-9785.
We have some very
choke five acre tracts on
50. Campers
S black top road ( Kirby 1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
near
Jennings.
CAMP-A-RAMA S01014
Cal/ 436-5335. 41tAr S'Ag
Hamlin, Ky:These can be
Coactunan, Trail Star,
M.
Fold down, unique. Good
purchased with a low
used trailers, b2 mile east
down payment. John C. 1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Nesbasier Real Estate 505
excellent running conDraffenville, Ky. Phone
Main Street, Murray, Ky
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436527-7887.
733-0101-7531 or 753.7116.
5370.

4

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
and
conditioning,
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CAREcleans rugsof all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple, 753-0359.
CARPET CLEANING,
experienced, very
reasonable
rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 7535827 or 753-9618.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
installed
your
per
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting ihose small
plumbing jais done?
Then call 753-6614.
CONTACT
SHOE AR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 4354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work
completely
guaranteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.
Route 2, Box 490A,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Phone day or night 4427026.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN - Prompt efficient service. No job too
*mill Call Ernest White.
733-0605.

53 Feed And Seed
EICD01.ESPE!...sri..t. Say
Call 474-2302.

54 Free Column
FRKIE
LABRADOR
puppies. Call 753-5668
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Benefit Show For
Karen Brandon
Planned Saturday

Deaths and Funerals

,
1

Homer Wicker's
Funeral Services

Services Held For
W. H. Windsor

To Be Wednesday

The funeral services for
William Hubert Windsor, age
65, of 714 Joy Street, Paris,
Tenn., were held at 10:30 a. tn.
Monday at LeDon Chapel
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., with Rev. Carroll Owen
officiating. Burial was in Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Windsor, a World War II
veteran, died Friday at eight
p. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital.
Born in Calloway County on
August 24, 1910, he was the son
of the late Joseph N. and Ada
Frances Hastings Windsor. He
was a member of the Hazel
Baptist Church and was self
employed.
Mr. Windsor is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Gladys Tyler
of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
Dessiereen Johnson of Euclid,
Ohio.
•

The funeral for Homer G.
Wicker of 1110 Poplar Street,
Murray, will be held Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Jerre11 White offistating.
Music will be by Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist, with
Richard Jones as organist.
Pallbearers will be Lowry
Parker, Jchn Clendenon,
Lowell King, George Outland,
Hardy Outland, and J. L.
Barnett. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Wicker, age 00, died
Monday at 1:30 am. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A veteran of World
War I, he was born July 17,
1895, and was the son of the
late Robert Wicker and Mary
Jane Gunter Wicker of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Darnell Wicker, to
whom he was married
January 15, 1923; three
daughters, Mrs. Ted (Quava)
Wilson, Mrs. Leroy (Eulala)
Barnett, and Mrs. Glen
(Burleen) Johnston, all of
Murray; four grandchildren;
one great grandchild; several
nieces and nephews.

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Swann
Final rites for Mrs. Otto
(Mary Turner) Swann of 1710
Ryan Avenue, Murray, were
held this morning at 10:30
o'clock at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. C. William Hart
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., nephew of the deceased,
was the soloist with Richard
Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were Thurston,
Fred, and William Furches,
Gus Robertson, Jr., Holmes
Ellis,
Homer
Fairris,
Reginald Butterworth, W. C.
Elkins, and Edwin Cain.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Swann, age Tr, died
Sunday at 1:45 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Otto
Swann, died July 16, 1968. She
was a member of the Goshen
United Methodist Church and
of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Survivors include nine
sisters-in-law, Mesdames
Gerline Cathey, Stella Furches, K. T. Crawford, Gus
Robertson, Sr., Crawford
Arnett,
James
Boyd,
Spurgeon Enoch, Carmon
Graham, and Urban Webb;
one brother-in-law, Ewin
Swann; several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Phelps Dies
At Local Hospital;
Rites Wednesday
Mrs. Raymond (Lavie)
Phelps of 410 South Eighth
Street, Murray, died Monday
at 3:25 p.m. at the MurrayCallowayr. County Hospital.
She was 71 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Friendship
Church of Christ. Born
January 9, 1904, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Frank Lee and
Alice Barnett Lee.
Mrs. Phelps is survived by
her husband, Raymond
Phelps; one daughter, Mrs.
Orvel (Rovene) Walker,
Paris, Tenn.; two sons,
Elwood Phelps, Detroit,
Mich., and Dolphus Phelps,
Louisville; three sisters, Mrs.
Golden (Hattie) Ragsdale and
Mrs. Billy (Gertie) Wells,
Murray Route Three, and
Richard
Mrs.
(Ethel)
Lassiter, Broad Street,
Murray; eight grandchildren;
eleven great grandchildren;
one great great grandchild.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Wednesday at
twop.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. ChUrchill 'Funeral Home
with Bro. Lake Riley and Bro.
Ray Grimmit officiating.
Burial will be in the Friendship Cemetery.
Friends may call st the
funeral home

Rites Held Monday
At Linn Chapel
For Mrs. Jackson
Funeral services for Mrs.
Ellie Jackson of Hardin Route
One were held Monday at one
p.m. at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. James Hale and Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Burial was in the Gore
Cemetery.
Mrs. Jackson, age :•:, died
Saturday at 2:45 p.m. at
Cedar Crest Rest Home in
Marshall County. She was a
member of the Hardin Baptist
Church.
Survivors
are
two
daughters, Mrs. Grace Gilbert
of Murray and Mrs. Daisy Lee
of Hardin; four sons, Paul and
Roy Jackson of Reidland,
Rudy Jackson of Hardin, and
Toy Jackson of Greenville,
Miss.; one sister, Mrs.
Amanda Staples of Benton;
one brother, Hardin Darnell of
Calvert City; ten grandchildren; twenty-three great
grandchildren.

Mrs. Ralph Crouch
Dies Unexpectedly
New Year's Day
Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Ralph
(Jenne Dee) Crouch of Las
Cruces, N. M., daughter-inlaw of Mr.and Mrs.Fleetwood
Courch of Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Crouch died New
Year's day while on a boat
cruise in the Gulf of Mfticd'.
She became ill while on the
cruise with her eight year old
daughter, Dena Dee Crouch.
Her husband, Dr. Ralph
Crouch, died April 5, 1975.
The body of Mrs. Crouch
arrived in Galveston, Texas,
on Saturday, and was taken to
the Farmer and Son Mortuary
at Geneva, Nebraska. Her
brother-in-law, James Crouch
and Mrs. Crouch of Las
Cruces, N. M., met his niece
with the remains in Galveston.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday afternoon at
the funeral home in Geneva.
Survivors of Mrs. Crouch
are her daughter, Dena Dee
Crouch; two stepdaughters,
Mrs. Peggy Jones of Santa Fe,
N. M., and Mrs. Eddie Henderson of Las Cruces, N. M.;
two stepsons, Rol and Willie
Crouch of Las Cruces, N. M.;
father, Bill Hansen of Geneva,
Nebraska; mother, Mrs.
Frank Kirse of Osborne,
Kansas; parents-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch of
Lynn Grove.

Hog Market
Federal State Market Mews Service
Jimmry.
6, 1170
Kentucky Pwchsee Area Hog Market
Report Inchales 1 Buying Stations
Recs&: Act. ON Est Ito 100 Barrows 4,
Gilts .
75 Mawr Sows 50 Metter
US1-2 IS
lb.
Mt00-411:26
US 1-32014* lbs. .
147.5041.00
US 24 150.320lb.
846 5047 SO
US 3-4 150.150lb.
542.56-41.30
Sows
US 1-2 270-31501bs
537.5041.10
US 14301141411ts
WOG-3731
US 14IMAM ha.. .
ir 541-31 50
US 3-3 MON tbs
836 SW 00
Bows 11.1040.10

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.9,
Below dam 322.1,Z
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9.
up 0.2.
Below dam 329.3, up 3.0.
Sunset 4:54. Sunrise 7:11.
Moon sets 9:16 p.m., rises
Tuesday 9.50 a m.

Council. ..
(Continued from Page 1)

A special benefit country
music show for Karen
Brandon has been planned by
the West Kentucky Eagle CB
Club on Saturday, Janutry 10,
at seven p. in. at old Hardin
High School building.
All proceeds will be to Miss
Brandon, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Junior Brandon
of Benton Route Five who is
undergoing special treatment
at St. Jude's Hospital,
Memphis,Tenn.
The admission will be
adults, one dollar, and under
twelve, fifty cents. CB
members will donate sandwiches and drinks to be sold
with this money also going to
Karen.
Bands to be featured include
The Fthythinn Ramblers, West
Kentucky Eagle Band, and
Fire Mountain Boys.

Stephen F. Erwin
Serving, Germany
HAHN, Germany—Stephen
F. Erwin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Buren F. Erwin of Rt. 1,
Hazel, Ky., has been promoted
to staff sergeant in the U.S.
Air Force,
Sergeant Erwin, a cable
maintenance specialist, is
assigned at Hahn AB, Germany, with a unit of the Air
Force
Communications
Service.
The sergeant is a 1970
graduate of Calloway County
High School, Murray,Ky.

revenue sharing funds or local
banks, at the discretion of the
mayor and clerk.
Committees Appointed
Standing committees of the
Murray City Council, appointed
by Mayor Scott and approved
by the council last night, are as
follows: (The committee
chairman is listed first in each
category.)
BUDGET-FINANCE —
Melvin Henley, C. C. Lowry,
Buel Stalls.
STREETS—Art
Lee,
Woodrow Rickman, Melvin
Henley.
POLICE—Ed Chrisman, Art
Lee, Howard Koenen.
FIRE CONTROL—Howard
Koenen, Buel Stalls, Dave
Willis.
REVENUE SHARINGGRANTS—Phillip Tibbs, Dave
Willis, C. C. Lowry.
PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS—C. C. Lowry,Tom Rushing,
Loyd Arnold.
CITY PURCHASING—Buel
Stalls, Ed Chrisman, W. R.
Furches.
WATER & SEWER—Tom
Rushing,
Phillip
Tibbs,
Woodrow Rickman.
NATURAL GAS—W. R.
Furches, Loyd Arnold, Ed
Chrisrnan.
PLANNING
&
TRAFFIC—Woodrow Rickman,
Howard Koenen,Phillip Tibbs.
HEALTH
&
SANITATION — Dave Willis, Melvin
Henley, Art Lee,
SPECIAL PROBLEMS—Loyd Arnold, W. R. Furches,
Tom Rushing.

Patrick O'Neal's Sister Killed
Trying To Save Young Daughter
DELAND, Fla.(AP) — The
sister of actor Patrick O'Neal
has been killed in a futile
attempt to pull her 4-year-old
daughter from the path of an
onrushing train.
Molly O'Neal Holmes, 33,
and her daughter, Jennie,died
Monday when struck by the
train. The little girl had
dashed onto the tracks to
retrieve a vacuum bottle that
had rolled off the station
platform, police said.
They were hit by a train
passing through the DeLand
depot on its way to nearby
Sanford. Mrs. Holmes'
mother, Mrs. C. Wisdom
O'Neal, and some family
friends witnessed the accident
but could do nothing.
The family was at the
station to see the friends off on
a northbound train that had
not yet arrived.
"It was too late to stop by
the time I saw them," said the
engineer, R.L. Gibson, who
had his horn blaring as he
entered the station area. The
Virginiato-Sanford
train
traveled several hundred feet
beyond the pair before Gibson
could stop it.
Mrs. Holmes was coowner
with her actor-brother and
another brother in a New York
City restaurant, The Ginger
Man. The name was taken
from a 1963 off-Broadway play
in which O'Neal got one of his

first starring roles. O'Neal's
stage, television and movie
credits include a role in the
movie,"From The Terrace."
Mrs. Holmes' late father
was a longtime citrus grower,
businessman and civic leader
in the Ocala area. Her
husband, David Holmes, is a
history teacher at Ocala
Vanguard High School.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete.

Mrs. Alice Bowden of Route
One, Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday at five a. in. at her
home.She was 83 years of age.
She was born February 2,
1892, in Henry County, Tenn.,
and was the daughter of the
late Carr and Mattie Coleman.
She was preceded In death by
her first husband, Don
Ridgeway. They had two
children who died in infancy.
She later married Crate
Bowden who also preceded
her in death. She was a
member of the Chapel Hill
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Bowden is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Annie
Wimberly, and one brother,
Guy Rust, both of Puryear,
Tenn.; two nieces, Mrs. Eulon
(Labree) Davidson of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Quintell
(Nelda) Osbron of Puryear,
Tenn.; one nephew, Paul
Wimberly of Springville,
'Tenn
Funeral services were held
this morning at eleven o'clock
at LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial was in the Bethany
Cemetery

FRANKFORT, KY. (AP) — The sodisposition in court. And we saw that the
called zero continuation budget edict
Department of Human Resources was
issued months ago by Gov. Julian Carroll
using social workers to handlethe problen6
has been largely shelved in favor of a
when it had become a police matter. . . it
different approach, Carroll says.
should have been a combined operation."
The original concept involved a rigid
The result, the governor said, is that adhold-the-line policy in which every penny
ditional money has been allotted for child
sought by an agency for the next two fiscal
abuse problems—but for hiring of police
years would have to be justified.
investigators rather than social workers.
The governor said the idea still is good,
Human Resources will continue its normal
but not practical this year.
welfare activities.
"We would have had to build from
Ordinarily, Carroll said, the huge
scratch in drawing up a new budget and we
Human Resources agency would have
didn't have that kind of time," he said in
sought perhaps 8 per cent in additional
an interview. "We may do it next bienbudget funds in a routine format.
nial."
"But those things never told me enough
Instead, the governor said, The general
when I was in the General Assembly," he
guide for the budget covering fiscal 1976-78
said. "What this administration is doing is
includes:
breaking out of that mold."
—The assumption that no department
He said he now is in a position not only to
will receive any additional money over
"second guess" state agencies, but to ask
the previous biennium, except for
the legislature to go through the same
inflationary adjustments.
analytical process "and see if they reach
—The separation into another category
the same conclusion."
of new or expanded programs when they
This approach may come as a surprise
are justified.
to Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, who again
Carroll, declaring he has spent 400 hours
will head the powerful House Appropriain budget analysis and discussions, said
tions and Revenue Committee.
the result will be "one of the most unusual
Despite polite formalities between
proposed budgets" in state history.
Clarke's people and the governor's office,
--Our basic format is to follow through
this session —, for the next four years —
with a penetrating look at state government programs and mechanics," he said.
The governor indicated that despite his
14 years in the legislature as leader at
various times of both the House and Senate
Students who plan to attend Murray
— he did not get insight into state
operations comparable to tile past few State University during the spring
semester, whether pre-registered or not,
months.
"We considered at least 700 separate should report to the lobby of Ordway Hall
spending categories," he said. "I can say Jan. 8-9 for the next step in the registration
process.
it was educational."
Carroll delivers a State of the ComWilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
monwealth speech Wednesday night to a
joint session of the General Assembly,and registrar, listed the hours for registration
he will touch on the new budget, which on both Thursday, Jan. 8, and Friday, Jan.
probably won't be ready for introduction 9,as 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m.
He emphasized that theprocedure for all
until late this month.
.
students begins in Ordway Hall, with one
He declined to go into details until his
exception. Students who have not been
budget message to the legislature later,
admitted
or readmitted should report first
but said one example of his approach —
"multiplied in hundreds of other in- to the Admissions Office on the first floor
of Sparks Hall(Administration Building).
stances" — deals with the growing
Gantt explained that pre-registered
problem of child abuse. Carroll said:
"The Department of Human Resources students may report to Ordway Hall at any
asked us for extra social workers. We wan- time on either date on a first-come, firstted to know why. They said the child abuse served basis to pick up fee payment ineases have doubled. Well, we know that, formation and to be assigned a time to pay
but we found that the system to copy with fees in the ballroom of the Waterfield
the problem in Human Resources has not Student Union Building.
been effective.
Students not registered in advance will
".. . We looked at the situation from the pick up packets in Ordway Hall and report
first report of an abused child to the final to advisers for schedule planning and

2%

NVASH1NGTON 1AP) — Minority employment totaled 21 per cent of the fulltine federal civilian work force as of
Nov, 30, 1974, up slightly from the 20.9
per cent of the previous year, according
to a report of the U.S. Civil Service Commission yesterday.
All minority% groups showed gains. The
breakdown showed blacks holding 18 per
cent of all full-time federal jobs in November 1974, compared to 18.1 per cent
the previous year, Spanish-surnamed persons held 3.3 per cent of the Jobe, compared to 3.2 per cent the previous year.

approval, then return to the student union
ballroom to complete registration and pay
fees.
Juniors, seniors, and graduate students
who are not pre-registered will be through
the process on Thursday,' Jan. 8, while
freshmen and sophomores are scheduled
on Friday,Jan. 9.
Gantt said packets for those who are not
pre-registered and fee payment information for those who are pre-registered
may be picked up in advance from noon tz,
4:30 p.m. on Wednesday,Jan. 7.
About 5,400 students took advantage of
the opportunity to register in advance for
the spring semester through the new preregistration system initiated last fall,
according to Gantt.
Describing the advance registration as
"extremely successful," Gantt said
reactions from students and faculty have
been "almost 100 percent positive." he
added that student advisement under the
new system seems to have been the best in
many years.
Spring semester classes at Murray State
begin during the week of Jan. 12.
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CAMP 592
Camp 592 of Woodmen of the
- World will meet Thursday,
January 8„ at 6:30 p.m. at the
WOW Hall. Refreshments will
be served after the meeting,
according to Aubrey ( Red)
Willoughby, president, who
urges all members to attend.
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1 Special Group

Sofas
Herculon or Vinyl
Covers

Love Seats
To Match
Herculon or Vinyl

Chairs

$195

Down As
Yale Chaplain
NEW RAVEN, Conn. ( AP)
— The Rev. William Sloane
Coffin Jr. has stepped down as
chaplain at Yale University,
ending 17 years in a job that
carried him to jail and North
Vietnam. gut he says he's not
finished with his activist
ministry.
Shortly before retiring on
New Year's Day to complete a
book, he predicted that if the
U.S. government does not get
off an Increasingly "Fascist"
course, then "a few of us will
go to }ail again."
The Rev. Mr. Coffin,50, who
resigned from a CIA job in the
mid-1950'A to renew a religious
involvement that had earlier
led him to the Yale Divinity
School, became chaplain at
Phillips Academy and then
Williams College.
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Amer. Motors
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Minorities Show Gains
In Federal Employment

JANUARY
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Ponderosa=
Kimberly am* - Union Carbide
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General Elec
GAF Corp..
Georgia Pclfk
Pfizer
Jim Walters
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Disney
Franklin Mut

the legislators believe the executive branch is none too happy with legislative
probing into the new budget.
"I'll say this, the General Assembly can
be of invaluable help to us," Carroll said.
The governor said there are instances in
which departments or programs have
been cut monetarily.
"Yes, those are exceptions rather than
the rule," he said. "But you'll see that our
new budget maintains our commitment to
do what we must with fewer dollars."

Spring Semester Registration
At MSU To Be Held January 8, 9

rub:

1 Funerals 1 Coffin Steps
Mrs. Bowden Dies
Monday; Funeral
Is Held Today
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